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This research on Taiwanese flight attendant illustrates the female-dominated occupation in the 

Asian context, which contributes to the current dialogues dominated by the Western literatures.  

Flight attendants are mixed with a glorious beauty myth in several Asian countries. While this 

occupation always attracts so much public attention, research on flight attendants has been 

relatively few and limited to certain disciplines. In this research I explored how this occupation 

changes women’s lives, how female flight attendants incorporate doing gender and emotional 

labor at work and how the femininity is constructed.  

The ethnographical methods of the research include interviews, participation observations and 

textual analysis, were used to understand women's experiences at work. During 2005 and 2006, 

a total of 32 interviews were conducted; participation observations were done in several work-

related contexts and materials were collected from various media sources for textual analysis. 

Findings show that women's bodies are always supervised, monitored and disciplined in both 

visible and invisible mechanism when at work.  In addition, femininity is emphasized and the 

"doing gender" process ensures their credibility and membership at work. In addition, 

emotional labor is not only practiced in the cabin but in all work-related contexts, even before 
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one is admitted to the position. A flight attendant fails to perform emotional labor to her patrons, 

co-workers, and supervisors in the context will find her qualification in this occupation 

questioned. Moreover, female flight attendants emphasize their feminity in ways they manage 

and express their emotions. It is the gendered emotional labor they are producing to prevent 

themselves from being seen as an unqualified flight attendant. Because of the constant 

requirements of displaying femininity through their disciplined bodies and doing gendered 

emotional labor at work, these characteristics are finally internalized as their own 

characteristics. Flight attendants are projected as presenting the ideal of model of femininity. 

   The researcher's insider position contributes to this research in many different ways. In 

all, this research is significant not only because it addresses the gap in the current literature but 

also because e it has brought a unique perspective in presenting the understudied women's 

experiences. 
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CHAPTER 1 
SPEAKING OUT THE MUTED VOICES OF WOMEN WITH WINGS 

They were angels in their last lives. 

So now with their wings 

Always tracing back their memories bear in mind. 

Between the clouds. In the sky. Girls meant to fly.   

Name of theirs is Flight Attendant. 

– Drawn from my fieldnote1 

 

Flight attendant has been an occupation mixed with a glorious beauty myth in several 

Asian countries. In Japan, South Korea, China, Thailand, Singapore and Taiwan, this occupation 

is regarded as an “elite” position rather than a job as waitress that anyone could be qualified for. 

Age limitations, height and weight requirements, education, multi-language speaking abilities, 

cheerful characteristics as well as gorgeous appearance together construct this female-dominated 

occupational position.  

Within such a construction process becoming a flight attendant not only means one’s 

victorious award in a beauty pageant, but also practically meaning one’s prologue of self-

independence with lots of free traveling, luxury with high salary, exciting lives with novelties, 

and reportedly approximately 10-15 off days each month. These benefits are publically known2 

                                                 
1 This epigraph is drawn from my fieldnotes. Originally written in Mandarin and translated by myself, this poem, 
which sometimes comes in the form of a prose style paragraph, or some minor change of word usage, could often be 
found in different textual materials referring to people engage in this occupation, including flight attendants’ blogs 
describing themselves, on-line discussion forums, and the obituary of Ms.  Shin-Mei Kao, one of the crew members 
who lost her life in the Crash of Flight CI-611 in Penghu, Taiwan on May 25, 2002.  

2 Flight attendants in China Airlines had a strike in November 2005 to protest their long working hours and 
unreasonable duty assignments. A manager from administration of public relations in China Airline told media in an 
interview, “We cannot figure out why they are protesting? They have good salary and when they are abroad they 
always stay in a 5-star hotel.” This quote was later denied by China Airlines yet irritated their flight attendants for 
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attractions other pink-collar jobs cannot provide, even though they are not always true and do not 

reflect the negative sides of the occupation. It is not surprising why many young girls are 

passionate for entering this career. For example, China Airlines, the largest international airlines 

company in Taiwan, had recruitment for flight attendants in 2004, and according to the official 

data on their website, 7600 fully dressed-up young girls aged 20-25 years old, at least 5’3” in 

height, speaking Mandarin as well as English or even more, and with at least an A.A. or B.A., 

were competing through a three-month long interview process for only 80 open positions. Those 

who were not lucky in the competition can take their chance in another prestigious Taiwanese-

owned EVA Air which also has international routes, or several other companies recruiting for 

their domestic flights within Taiwan.  Several other major airlines3 from abroad, even though not 

many, also seek their potential Mandarin-speaking Taiwanese flight attendants but sometimes 

make them leave their hometown to move to another country for work; or they are based in 

Taipei which limit them to operate flights to/from Taiwan only. Today China Airlines, the largest 

airline in Taiwan, has more than 44 international passenger service routes so the flight attendants 

always have hectic monthly schedules to fill up all those aircrafts, flying to destinations all over 

the world. And possible off days they can have in Taiwan are approximately 7-10 days, much 

less than half-month as known. Because of its occupational characteristics, these off-duty days 

are different each month and are subject to change; therefore it is not always possible to reserve 

the time they want to be available for important occasions, such as a boyfriend’s birthday, a 

                                                                                                                                                             
the company did not tell the truth (“we are put in the motel sometimes!”) but used the public myth to create an 
image that they are greedy and unreasonable to against their justification of the strike. 

3 Including Cathay Pacific (Hong Kong), Thai Airways (Thailand), Singapore Airlines (Singapore), Japan Asia 
Airways (Japan), Air Macau (Macau), United Airlines (U.S.A.), Northwest Airlines (U.S.A.), Emirates  Airlines 
(United Arab Emirates) and Gulf Air (Bahrain). 
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sister’s wedding, a classmate reunion, or getting together with family members in Chinese New 

Year.  

Expected or unexpected time conflict is one of many difficult issues those lucky young 

ladies come across after acquiring the crown of the title flight attendant and realize their 

occupational lives are not always as they wish.  First of all they will receive serious training, 

from aircraft knowledge and service procedures to grooming regulations, manners and behaviors 

when in the uniform. After the trainees join the line of flying, they will learn other hidden 

knowledge at work that was never taught by their training manuals but by their senior colleagues. 

Juniors know they should always being respectful to seniors while they don’t know how mean 

senior colleagues can be, or how to distract an upset male purser by exercising feminine 

characteristics. Service techniques are polished and refined after practicing and performing with 

passengers on board. How to put on make-up, arrange a hair-style, control weight to ensure 

fitting into the personal-made uniform, or following the dress code when staying overnight in 

hotels or showing up at crew center in Taipei are other detailed instances of tacit knowledge lied 

in their sub-cultures.  

Muted Voices of Flight Attendants 

While this occupation always attracts so much public attention, surprisingly, research on 

flight attendants has been relatively few and limited to certain disciplines. The keyword “flight 

attendant” could appear in studies related to air engineering, flight safety, tourism, business 

management and medical health (Boyd and Bain, 1998). In these studies even though flight 

attendants are seen to be the research objects, and the findings might be beneficial to people 

engaged in this occupation  (e.g., Chang 2006; Ren 2004), in-depth understanding of flight 

attendants’ experiences is not the aim. Research on flight attendants in social sciences is even 

more invisible after the classic work The Managed Heart: Commercialization of human feeling 
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by Arlie Russel Hochschild in 1983.  As described earlier, the prevailing beauty myth is 

intertwined with this occupation in the Asian countries; young women attracted to this position 

may later perceive the distinctions between their imaginations and realities. Examining the 

experiences of Asian female flight attendants is more than essential. It will address the absence 

of the muted authentic voices of women engaged in the occupation. Understanding their 

interpretations, negotiations and practices betters our knowledge of gender and work, and it 

contributes to the dialogues currently dominated by cases in the western societies.   

To practically conduct this research project, I narrowed my focus on Taiwanese female 

flight attendants working for China Airlines, which is not only the largest but also the first airline 

company in Taiwan. This justification was based on several reasons. First, with its 40 year 

history, it has built up a systematic, institutionalized process in terms of employers’ training and 

career development. Also, compared to other Taiwanese airline enterprises, the demographic 

characteristics of the current flight attendants (i.e., age, gender, and years of occupational 

experiences) could be more diverse, which could provide more detailed sketch of this occupation. 

The varieties of flight routes implicating different working conditions are more representative. 

Years of flight attendants’ working experiences do not simply refer to the period of time flight 

attendants work in this company but also it could include, if any, the time engaging in this 

occupation in other airline companies. China Airlines is known for its leading role among air 

service industries in Taiwan. In the flight attendants’ recruitment, newly-graduated or graduate-

to-be is usually not one of the requirements, while the other major international airline, Eva Air, 

usually requires so. Because of these two reasons, many flight attendants working for other 

companies are also attracted to seek their chance to join China Airlines and could possibly 

realize their wishes. By recruiting respondents from this company I am able to come across 
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people who used to work for other airlines. It served as a convenient way to collect flight 

attendants’ experiences in other companies as well, especially with concerns of my limited time 

in Taiwan to conduct interviews.4 This strategy later on proves to be successful even though I 

did not purposely trying to locate people who have worked as flight attendants in several 

companies. Last, the researcher’s personal resources and extensive contacts in China Airlines 

could contribute an important part in conducting this research smoothly. All together these 

reasons explain how focusing on China Airlines could help to meet the goal of understanding as 

many Taiwanese flight attendants’ life experiences as possible in this research. 

Questions to Be Understood 

As described earlier this research aims to understand how being a flight attendant 

influences women’s lives. I do not plan to conduct research that is similar to the existing ones, 

which usually regard flight attendants as no more than objects to carry on the study purposes. 

Stories of how women engaged in this gendered occupation have not been understood from a 

position of subjectivity. That is, I aim to explore women’s experiences of embodied gender work 

in the workplace, and under this premise how their working experiences are shaped, and how 

these valuable working experiences which cannot be acquired by anyone influence women’s 

lives. Eventually I aim to construct the subjectivity of this specific occupational group of females 

by letting them speak their own voices.  These initiatives serve as my research rationales.  

As a previous flight attendant myself, my personal perceptions served as a basis in 

preparing my initial research questions. For instance, after physically leaving the occupational 

context and literally “cutting the connection” after my resignation, by looking back it inform 

                                                 
4 Even so, I still regard not being able to conduct interviews with flight attendants in companies besides China 
Airlines as one of the limitation this research has. When in the field I tried to spread words of mouth to see if any 
potential respondents from Eva Air or other companies are willing to participate in my studies, yet the response is 
limited, which does not surprised me. This will be further discussed in Chapter 5.  
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myself how much I have changed and have been influenced by my previous occupation. While I 

could also recall my colleagues sharing similar experiences in different scenarios, the idea of 

sociological imagination urges me to question if what I have observed, perceived, and sensed, 

whether from my own or my colleagues’ opinions, belongs to our individual encounters on a 

personal basis or on certain hidden principles we might never think of recognizing their 

existences.  If the answer is the latter, what and how we could identify and explain ii 

sociologically turning the value of women’s voices. Based on this concept, I let my 

understandings and perceptions of female flight attendants’ experiences shaped these questions 

to be answered: 

• How does this occupation change, if any, women’s lives in any ways since they began to 
seek the opportunity to work with airline companies, and become more experienced 
through the years? 

• How do female flight attendants incorporate doing gender and emotional labor at their 
work, whether interacting with in-flight passengers or their colleagues? 

•  How do the requirements of employment, training and regulation at work include the tacit 
knowledge that emphasizes femininity as its characteristic? 

•  How is their gender conceptualization constructed by the society of female-dominated 
occupation? 

Role of the Researcher  

As I have discussed above, I aim to make connections between women’s lives and 

sociological scholarship. My identity shaped this research at every stage of my project. This 

research was initiated in November 200 was more significant about the timing was, four months 

earlier, I was still working for China Airlines as one of their flight attendants. Seven years of 

working experiences provided me abundant information to conduct this research. My emotional 

bonding to this group of people closely connects me, as a researcher, to the women in the field, 

who used to be my colleagues and still treat me as one of them. Rapport between the researcher 
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and the respondents could be easily built up, since I am not an outsider. In the meantime, my 

privilege as non-outsider was the background knowledge I have acquired and shared with people 

in the field, which might not always accessible to the outside researchers5. My identity as a 

previous flight attendant myself, cannot, should not, and would not be removed from this 

research. Instead, it should be acknowledged to contribute to the uniqueness of this study. 

In the meantime, by acknowledging my identity, it is also admitted that this research was 

not initiated by a naïve outside researcher who happens to find this topic could be interesting. 

When I came to the U.S. for my advanced degree I had another research topic in mind, which 

was in fact inspired by some experiences I came across at work but has nothing to do with the 

occupation of flight attendants.6  Yet after immersing myself into this discipline I started to 

realize the gap in the literature: even though flight attendant is seen as an elite occupation with 

many benefits, the voices of women who engaged in this occupation are absent. Even though my 

past working experiences serve as the fundamental basis of initiating the research, and also as 

described above contribute to the outcome to certain extent, I did jump to any conclusion before 

I (re)entered into the field as a researcher. Neither did I ever try to intentionally find any 

testimony to support the arguments, which actually did not exist before I began to analyze the 

data.  Indeed as every human being I also make judgments to the context I am in, which reflect 

my perspective as an insider. Meanwhile, as a researcher I keep my outsider role to my best by 

reserving my opinions to myself, or exposed to the extent that an insider should be able to 

empathy the situation but not changing the words my respondents want to express. I have tried 

                                                 
5 For instance, some information regarding flight security, “company’s secrets”, or individual privacy need to be 
kept confidential to any unrelated “others” but can be revealed to me, , if not that’s not what I already perceived, 
without any hesitation. 

6 My original motivation was to study on the experiences of women from South-East Asian countries immigrating to 
Taiwan because of merchandized marriages.   
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my best to balance between the objective perspective a research should keep and the subjective 

position a previous flight attendant should take. What I insist to do was to let the voices to be 

spoken by the flight attendants themselves. The fact that I was also one of them sharing the same 

experiences did contribute the partial conclusion in the way I shape this research, the tone of my 

story-telling and the sense-making analysis process, but from the very first beginning I did not 

see my sole interpretation the conclusion itself.  In fact, by reevaluating my previous job through 

a sociological lens, I have learned a lot of dimensions from the overview an insider as I was in 

the past could hardly observe. 

Doing Ethnography 

To fulfill my goal as probing Taiwanese female flight attendants’ live experiences I apply 

an ethnographic research strategy in collecting qualitative data.  Research methodology includes 

interviews, participation observations and textual analysis. The timeline of the research was 

divided into two stages due to the researcher’s schedule in accessing the field. The first stage was 

mainly for conducting interviews between late December 2005 and the beginning of January in 

2006. Data collections were more extensive and in-depth in the second stage for more time and 

energy of the researcher could be devoted to the field during the three months stay in Taiwan and 

on her way back to the United States, from late May to mid August in 2006.  At this stage 

participant observations and textual collections methods were also used in addition to conducting 

interviews.  

The Interviews 

One-on-one personal interviewing was my main research methodical strategy. Instead of focus 

groups, which may be perfect to grasp a general idea of the opinions from my respondents and 

may raise new topics I never thought of , I decided to put aside this method for two reasons: first, 

considering the heterogeneous working schedule of my respondents, to hold a focus group that 
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meets up with every participant’s schedule will be quite challenging, especially since my field 

research was conducted in the high seasons of travelling, which means my respondents are 

occupied with work even more. Second, In China Airlines, as many others in the Asian airline 

companies, flight attendants’ working cultures is hierarchical. Junior flight attendants must 

respect senior flight attendants’ opinions and most of the time juniors should follow seniors’ 

instructions. With this background members in the focus group may hesitate to express opinions 

that may be offensive to those who are senior or junior in the group, especially when they talk 

about incidents they have between colleagues due to the hierarchical workplace. In some cases 

however, more than one respondent was interviewed at one time because of their suggestions. 

The respondents’ relationships in these cases are usually good friends, which means the rapport 

and their friendships they have built up could override the hierarchy. And in these cases, it is 

always the respondent I meant to interview brought up the possibility to bring another flight 

attendant along. They see the interview as a chance for them to get together with their friends 

and become more like a social occasion.  

Potential respondents were easier to be targeted from my previous-built relationships. In 

the first stage I began with interviewing flight attendants I still have contact with. Also a snow-

ball sampling method was used to recruit potential respondents. With my privilege as an insider, 

I discovered one of the best ways was to present myself in the crew center to seek flight 

attendants and management personnel who are available to talk to me in their spare time, or they 

could multi-task during the interview.  For example, one respondent generously let me 

interviewed her “at her convenience”: after she was released from her duty as a flight attendant 

operating a Taipei-Hong Kong flight in the morning, she had one and half hour for herself to 

“stretch and relax a little bit, taking care of some bills at the bank, and socialize with other flight 
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attendants also in the crew center” before the call from her role as a mother required her to “pick 

up my kid from school.” Also many flight attendants engage in talking to me “to kill time” or set 

up an appointment for formal interviews during their standby duties which requires them 

physically present themselves at the crew center for occasional flights that might need a 

substitute flight attendant to fill into the open duty due to another’s emergent sickness, being 

caught in the traffic or other various reasons.  Some interviews with the supervisors were done 

during their lunch break, or when they were dealing with some routines not requiring much 

attention when talking with me.  

In the first stage 11 interviews were conducted and in the second one there were 21 

interviews. In total 32 interviews were conducted, including 28 female flight attendants, 2 female 

pursers, and 1 male ground supervisor and 1 female ground supervisor. Their age ranged from 21 

years old to approximately 50 years old. Because of the age limitation of the flight attendant’s 

recruitment, the different age cohorts also reflect their working experiences as a flight attendant, 

which also implies their position in the occupational hierarchy. Therefore for an age of 22 

suggests a newly-joined crew member, the age of 30 implies an experienced crew member being 

in line for 8-9 years, and the age of 40 or more implies a managerial position as a purser or a 

ground supervisor. In total, 26 of my respondents fell into the age category between 21 to 32 

years old, 2 are between 33 and 40, and the other 4 are above 40 years old. The original plan of 

interview was estimated within an hour length and notified the respondents so beforehand.  Yet 

very few of them did end up within an hour. In fact, most of them lasted two to three hours, 

which had provided abundant and resourceful qualitative data supporting this research. 

Responding to how my respondents regard the formal, academic-minded interviewing as more 

social occasion, two of my respondents spontaneously came back to me again after our first 
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interview “to continue our chat” with another respondent “you may also want to talk to” they 

recruited for me. Considering the limited free time in Taiwan they could squeeze between their 

hectic schedules, their endeavor in helping my research, which I sincerely appreciate, should be 

acknowledged in the harmonious relationships between the researcher and the respondents, and 

reflected from the perspective of how they see themselves in this research dedicating to present 

their thoughts fairly.  

An interview guideline was prepared before I began my first interview and I kept it at hand 

in every interview I conducted. At first, the initial few interviews I conducted always began with 

the ritual of asking my respondents to sign the consent form and briefing about them the 

questions later I plan to ask and record their answers. As more interviews had been conducted 

and I felt more and more familiar with managing the interview techniques, I gradually tended not 

to show my respondents this guideline during my briefing unless they request it, which most of 

time came out of curiosity (“what is that?”) rather than checking on for concerns. Later, 

especially at the second stage I found the interview guideline was unnecessary in many cases. It 

is because of the atmosphere would eventually become more like a “get-together-to-complain 

and gossip” occasion between colleagues and friends, rather than a formal interview between 

researcher and respondent, even though my running tape-recorder reminded such relationships 

for both of us.  

Instead of using specific guideline in managing the interview structure, what I always 

described to my respondents about my intent when I kindly asked for an appointment of 

interview was 

I would like to listen to your thoughts upon our job, how you think of it, and how do you 
perceive yourself at work. And you could tell me whatever you want to tell me.  
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When looking back I see this self-revelation played as a magic sentence in terms of the 

interviews. For instance one respondent beginning to talk as soon as she saw me in the café we 

managed to meet, even before we stopped by the counter to order our drinks. She continued her, 

quoted herself, “overwhelming complaints” illustrated by one stories after another for the next 

following three hours. When she finally wanted to stop and be excused for the restroom, I read 

my interview guide and realized she had answered all my questions without me asking them, and 

had offered me her profoundly, insightful perceptions far beyond I asked for. This impressive 

case was not quite unique and similar scenarios repeated in my other interviews with flight 

attendants. It not only reflect to how my respondents see me as one of them whom they could 

trust, but also, on the other hand, implying how this occupational group shares common concerns, 

worries, emotional and physical experiences. As I clearly indentify my intent is to know better 

on other flight attendants’ thoughts on our jobs, my respondents, therefore, respond to what I 

said with the assumptions I could completely understand them well and I am mostly likely to 

agree with the “overwhelming complaints” I probably also have myself, and I am interested in 

listening to that, which share by all people engaging in this occupation. It also indicates the 

findings of this research could highly represent their experiences.  

The analysis strategy is roughly based on the Charmaz’s (2006) version of grounded theory 

methods. I analyzed interviews conducted in the first stage of the research and grouped several 

important themes. In the second stage of the research more themes were identified and confirmed 

as findings. To my best knowledge and ability all the data had been interpreted within the 

context, which is what I see as one major spirit of Charmaz’s version of grounded theory.. Even 

though it is time and energy consuming in transcribing interviews that lasted two to three hours 

on average, I insisted on doing everything myself. My respondents trusted me and shared many 
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sensitive details in their lives, and such trust should not be only considered as some first-hand 

data; I would not want to reveal their trust to the third party without first dealing with the 

individual privacy properly.  Second, because we share background knowledge as flight 

attendants, the content of the interview always included many professional jargons that could 

create confusions later in my analysis if the person who did the transcriptions failed to follow the 

dialogues. And to do it in the most efficient and practical way, at this point I only transcribe and 

analyze the parts that directly related to the findings presented in this thesis.  

Participation Observation 

Besides the extensive interviews, numerous participation observations were conducted in 

diverse work-related contexts, including the crew center where flight attendants report to work, 

international flights from Tokyo (in June, 2006), Bangkok (in July, 2006) and Los Angeles (in 

August, 2006) to and from Taipei.7 Also with their invitations, I joined flight attendants’ off-duty 

social activities during their layovers in Bangkok and Los Angeles and generously treated as one 

of the group members.  

My advantage as an insider made this research stand out for being able to observe the 

interactions happening in the places an outsider might find difficulties to be exposed to. 

Comparing to the context of one-on-one interviews, my advantage as an insider especially stand 

out. Without any research material such as interview guidelines or tape-recorder in presence, my 

position in the field doing participation observation is often mantled even though I did not 

                                                 
7One of the benefits airline employees have is to get discounted or free air tickets. Before I resigned from China 
Airlines I acquired several tickets of such for the anticipated vacations I finally found I had no time for before I 
move to the U.S. for my studies. Before they expired in fall 2006 I made use of them for my participation 
observations, which were not my original plan when these tickers were issued. The ticket used for Tokyo was for a 
personal trip with family members and for the flight I took, the crew member did not have a layover in Tokyo. As 
for the flight to Bangkok, I met up and stayed with my colleague friend who was in Bangkok for her duty flight 
therefore caught this chance to be with other crew members. I also made use of my flight travelling between Taiwan 
and the U.S. As I stayed in Los Angeles for a few days before I flew to Florida, my participation observation as well 
as an interview was successfully conducted during crew members’ lay over.  
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purposely do so. My “differences” sometimes never revealed themselves until the encounters at 

the moment like this, if it ever occurred:  

“Which flight you’re on duty now?”  
“No, I am not on duty…I stayed with Yi (my friend) now.”  
“Are you on annual leave? Was it easy to get on a seat for standby ticket? The flight is 
quite full isn’t it? How long will you stay here?”  
“Actually I not flight attendant any more…this is my last few discounted ticket…” 

                          – excerpted from my fieldnotes during the layover in Bangkok. 
This conversation was at the breakfast buffet of the hotel                        

    
“What’s your room number?”  
“Oh, I am staying at my friend’s place.” 
Another flight attendant explained for me I have left CAL for graduate school and will 
go back to Florida tomorrow. Later another flight attendant arrived. She recalled I once 
told her I planned to resign, happily found I did do so. She kindly proposed this offer, 
“Do you have a place to stay? You could stay with us in crew hotel tonight. They have 
free shuttle to the airport. When is your flight?” 

– excerpted from my fieldnotes during my visit to the hotel crew 
members stay in Los Angeles 

     
 

It is clear that my credibility in the field was seldom challenged unless I purposely “redefined” 

my role. Another good example happened in December 2005 during my field research in Taiwan.  

I went back to visit the crew center for my previous colleagues and acquaintances in 

management division, the guard at the entrance gate of crew center never thought to check if I 

have appropriate identification before he let me enter. He was surprised when I told him I am a 

visitor, and after he understood I was a “former” flight attendant I could obviously observe a “no 

wonder” look on his face. Later when I rethink of this triviality, I notice that I did dress myself 

unconsciously following the past standards I presented at crew center: neat look, high-heeled 

shoes, in certain fashionable style, with light make-up and a nice handbag. If I visit the crew 

center with my student look, would the guard still let me enter the controlled area without any 

hesitation? To enter the crew center, a person without appropriate identification card every 

employee should have will be asked to apply for a temporary admittance, therefore as a non-
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employee being permitted to enter the controlled area without questioning. This again illustrated 

the researcher’s position in the field. 

Textual Analysis 

I see looking into the general public’s opinion on this occupation as well as the airline 

advertisements and publications could provide us understandings of the expectations and 

imagery of this occupation projects, or, to be more specifically, how women engaged in this 

occupation being expected to perform in order to meet up with the anticipation, resulting how 

they are required to do at work. In this logic, to my best I collected the material related to flight 

attendants, including articles from newspapers, magazines, books, advertisements from airlines 

companies’ websites, flyers from some private schools selling their services to prepare young 

women for successfully passing the job interviews and becoming flight attendants.  

In addition, I made all means to collect any other forms of materials written or created by 

flight attendants themselves, including their articles posted on their blogs, photo albums and their 

message boards. I also screened several on-line discussion forums on flight attendants I had been 

involved and active in since I still engaged in this occupation8. The texts I have acquired as an 

enthusiastic but silent reader like others, however, was not used to be analyzed for my findings 

but was pondered constantly to shape my ideas, thoughts, and self-debating in my process of 

conducting this research. In the meantime, I did not take advantage of the anonymity on the 

internet to purposely evoke discussions on flight attendants. All these forums had been 

established and existed for a few years. The only dialogues I would identify being initiated 

myself are the articles I had been writing in my native language on my personal blog about my 

own memories of being a flight attendant. As it will be discussed later in the chapter on 

                                                 
8 Since 1998 I occasionally began to post articles I wrote my lives as a flight attendant in several on-line forums and 
have established my “fame” on-line for writing these articles.  
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reflectivity, it is quite interesting to observe how people see me sharing these personal, vivid 

experiences at work.  

Entering/Re-entering the Field 

As soon as I observed the gap in the current academic discussions on this female-

dominated occupation in Asian context, I immediately made up my mind to devote my time and 

energy to this occupational community I once belonged to, and still regarded myself, and being 

regard by them, as one of the members still. Yet it is essential to distinguish my emotional 

connection toward this group of people as an insider from my outsider role as a researcher. Even 

though at this moment I could present my findings and arguments from an omniscient stance, at 

that moment when I decide to enter, or to be more precisely, to re-enter the field I am familiar 

with, definitely there was worries and concerns of uncertainty in my mind. It is because I am so 

familiar with the field, I understand it requires me even much more carefulness and prudence to 

examine my findings for fear that I might overlook the details I take for granted, or I might jump 

to the conclusion based on my personal judgment rather the common recognitions from the 

collective experiences of flight attendants. I believe I have done my best to fulfill this task and 

present flight attendants’ experiences in their own voices.  
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CHAPTER 2 
FRAMEWORKS AND THE STANCE IN THE LITERATURE 

“Why don’t you just give us surveys as others did?”  

“Yeah, we could just fill in the numbers for you.”               

–  Drawn from my fieldnote 

 

These quotes are the comments made by two flight attendants after learning my plan was 

to conduct interviews instead of giving out surveys “as others”. Their tone and intonation were 

obviously not challenging my research methods, but, as they explain themselves by their 

following remarks, “It will be easier for you to do your work and we could distribute surveys for 

you”, a considerate proposal to their former colleague. Their comments remained as an 

unimpressive anecdote in my fieldnotes yet came back and haunted me ever since I finished my 

ethnographic field work in Taiwan and began probing in previous literatures related to gender, 

female-dominated occupation as well as studies on flight attendants. And I am going to discuss 

my theoretical framework as well as the existed empirical studies in this chapter and later explain 

the reasons why I see their comments emphasize the significance of my research.  

Theoretical Framework 

The ideas of gender roles, doing gender, power to manipulate and discipline human bodies 

as well as emotional labor serve as the theoretical basis of this research. 

Expectations of Gender Roles and Occupation 

Gender refers to “the set of arrangements by which a society transforms biological 

sexuality into products of human activity, and in which these transformed needs are satisfied.” 

(Reiter 1975) Gender role is defined to be a set of behavioral norms and social expectations 

associated with males or females. Parsons and Bales (1955) proposed the theory to distinct the 
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difference roles men and women play in family. The masculine role is more “task” or 

“instrumental” and the feminine roles defined to be more “expressive” and “socio-emotional” In 

this theory, the woman are believe to be more capable in the expressive, emotional activities 

such as fulfilling the internal functions and strengthen the ties within the family Men, on the 

contrary, performed the “external” of the family such as providing financial support. Following 

this tradition, the expected gender roles divide women and men into different categories: women 

have been expected to seek personal development by caring for others, while men care for others 

by sharing the rewards of their independent work achievements. (Gerson 2002) Also the socially 

assumptions on successful female role model of housekeeping in contrast of male’s roles as 

bread-winners can be observed in different cultures backgrounds. (e.g., Beoku-Betts 1995; Steil 

1997) 

Gender roles could also been strengthened and emphasized in media. For example the content in 

advertisements for household goods emphasizes domestic labor is females’ responsibilities and 

“promotion of an ideology about housework that reinforced women's dedication to it”. (Fox 

1990)  In addition to performing housekeeping duties, other characteristics of female’s 

expressive and emotional role such as being care-givers for children or for the elders According 

to Aronson (1992) such ideology was constructed by the society expectation, female regard care 

works as their responsibilities or “no one else will do it”.  

The discussions on the expected female’s gender role not only limit within how it is 

practiced within the institution as family. It also leads the dialogues to address other societal 

dimensions, such as occupations. Kapp Howe (1977) discussed the female-dominated, so-called 

pink-collar jobs and her examples include waitress, hairdresser, florist, nurses, secretary, 

receptionist, tutor, babysitter, maid, nanny, cosmetologist, editor and pianist.  These jobs are 
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examples of projecting these expectations on females which responding to the discussions on 

female gender role. Also, these jobs are assumed to be non-skilled required. It might also imply 

the lower income and less care opportunity for women because they are not assumed to support 

the family as men do.  

 In all, gender roles are expected not only to be fulfilled in the family lives, but also in the 

workplace. Female are assumed to be prudent, patient, caring and kind. In this sense, certain 

types of occupations are assumed to be more appropriate for females as the pink collars job 

examples.  

Doing Gender 

West and Zimmerman (1987) conceptualized the idea of doing gender. Distinguished from 

biological ascription as sex; gender is an achievement constructed through psychological, 

cultural, and social means, and is not like a specific context with names so that whoever put into 

that context will be called by that. “Being a gendered person in society” involves in the 

interaction works within different social situations. West and Zimmerman continue with the 

resources for doing gender. The differences between genders are identified and created; other 

social or cultural frameworks help to constructed the difference and jointly make the differences 

stand out, in other words these frameworks are encouraging and appropriating the performance 

people devote to display.  Also the images of muscular (i.e., brave, aggressive, strength) and the 

feminine traits (i.e., timid, tender, weakness) are emphasized as the standards, and if people are 

expect to have the traits according to their sex as the natural characteristics; if people don’t have 

these traits, or people are not sure if they have they must “do gender” to meet the standard. As a 

circle the “doing gender” will be internalized and reinforced in the socialization. West and 

Zimmerman then refer to the two sex categories. In a world of dualism people assume there are 

(only) two sexes therefore people produce the behaviors responding to the sex categories we fall 
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into and in the mean time people expect others also do so. However sex categorization is 

different from the accomplishment of gender: one may fail to convey the images of femininity 

others expect (accomplishment of gender) but we will not say it is not female and exclude this 

person out of the sex categorization. In this sense, gender is an action people produce and 

express themselves in the social setting while sex is biological identity people own.  

Following the discussion, gender expressions at work require accountability and people 

who fail to fit the image by performing gender accordingly will find their professional ability are 

questioned and challenged. (Rees and Garnsey 2003; Forseth 2005) Hall’s studies on service 

industry workers, waiter and waitresses (1993) discuss on how work organizations construct 

gender relations by allocate men and women to different positions and evaluate their job 

performances by how well gender is done. At this point, our understandings of the intersections 

between gender and occupation have advance from how the expected, ascribed gender roles 

being related to the occupational categories, to how workers take initiative in performing gender 

to credit their qualifications. 

Disciplined Body 

In his book Discipline and Punish: the birth of the prison in 1975, Foucault presented his 

idea on the power over human bodies. He saw in the military the techniques to manipulate bodies 

reflect man is viewed as a machine. Similar conception could also be examined in prisons, 

schools, and hospitals.  

According to Foucault the manipulation over human “was to be uninterrupted, constant, 

and detailed” and it finally leads to the keyword, discipline. He then developed the arguments on 

different, detailed techniques passing from one institution to another eventually together made up 

a new “micro physics” of power over individual bodies, “which then spread throughout the 

social body itself, including the punishment system.”   

http://wos.isiknowledge.com/CIW.cgi?SID=A4khKfAiO9fJ@dLnbda&Func=OneClickSearch&field=AU&val=Forseth+U&curr_doc=10/3&Form=FullRecordPage&doc=10/3�
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Discipline requires confinement to the certain “disciplinary space” to accommodate the 

people, such as brooding schools and factories. Individuals within become machines and yield 

themselves to the ultimate power over their bodies. 

Emotional Labor 

Sociologist Arlie Russel Hochschild first defined the term emotional labor in her book The 

Managed Heart—commercialization of human feeling (1983). Based on her studies on flight 

attendants working for Delta Airlines in 1980, her definition of emotional labor is “"management 

of feeling to create a publicity observable facial and bodily display. It involves people engage in 

the service occupation endeavor to manage their emotions so they are consistent with the display 

rules on what kind of emotions are allowed to express at work, regardless of their internal 

feelings.  

According to Hochschild, jobs involving emotional labor are defined as those require face-

to-face or voice-to-voice contact with the public; the workers need to produce an emotional state 

in another person; and last allow the employees to exercise a degree of control over their 

emotional activities. The process of modifying one's own emotions and expressions is called 

emotion regulation. In emotion regulations, individuals need to modify initial feelings by 

changing the situation or the cognitions of the situation, or modify their behaviors by suppressing, 

faking or amplifying an emotional response. This acting process could made individuals 

successfully accomplish the occupational requirements, make them experience the positive 

effects such as increasing sense of personal accomplishment; however, it could  also contribute 

to the negative experiences such as the stress, emotional exhaustion, depression, and a sense of 

inauthenticity.  
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Williams’ work in 2003 is an example of the post-Hochschild discussions on emotional 

labor. It collected both qualitative and quantitative data from Australian flight attendants. She 

indicates that emotional labor “is both pleasurable and difficult at different times for the same 

individual.” On the other hand, she introduced the gender perspective by linking emotional labor 

with sexual harassment and passenger abuse, and found it is as an impacting factor on emotional 

health.  

Empirical Researches Review 

Reviewing the history of flight attendant helps us to understand how the occupation has 

been a female-dominated job. Nielsen (1982) recorded the history of flight attendants in the 

United States. Boeing Air Transport, which is the United Airline’s predecessor, firstly employed 

women as cabin service in 1930. They were called “hostess” and “stewardess,” which implying 

the occupation require females engaging in food-service as waitresses do in the restaurant. 

Employer policy soon prescribed that the stewardess had to be not only young but also slim 

attractive, white and these component are important for airline marketing and public relations.  

These employment standards can be regarded as the roots of the beauty myth coming along with 

this occupation.  

The majority of the latest researches on this occupation in the post-Hochschild era, 

responding to what has been pointed out earlier, treated flight attendants either as ornaments 

carrying the study purposes or as quantitative data, in my colleague’s word “numbers” (e.g., 

Haise and Rucker’s work on the uniform and company image in 2003; or studies from tourism 

and  nursing care by Chang (2006) and Ren (2004).  At this point flight attendants put into the 

discussions are on western women’s experiences. For instance Whitelegg’s work, as latest as in 

2005, addressing women’s experiences in the required mobility due to the occupation 

characteristics is based on American flight attendants based in Atlanta.  

http://wos.isiknowledge.com/CIW.cgi?SID=A4khKfAiO9fJ@dLnbda&Func=OneClickSearch&field=AU&val=Haise+CL&curr_doc=9/1&Form=FullRecordPage&doc=9/1�
http://wos.isiknowledge.com/CIW.cgi?SID=A4khKfAiO9fJ@dLnbda&Func=OneClickSearch&field=AU&val=Rucker+M&curr_doc=9/1&Form=FullRecordPage&doc=9/1�
http://wos.isiknowledge.com/CIW.cgi?SID=A4khKfAiO9fJ@dLnbda&Func=OneClickSearch&field=AU&val=Rucker+M&curr_doc=9/1&Form=FullRecordPage&doc=9/1�
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  Women engaging this occupation in an Asian society is absent from the mainstream 

dialogues. Therefore it is exciting to be able to locate several pieces on flight attendants in an 

Asia context which incorporate with gender perspective. Tyler and Pamela (1998) studied on the 

weight watching behaviors among Indian flight attendants.  Yang (2004) concluded male flight 

attendants could experience identity struggles in this female-dominated career based on the very 

limited resources he could acquire for his research. Hsu’s thesis for her degree in Journalism in 

1996, titled “Well-dressed Cinderella --Female flight attendant at the workplace” has been most 

cited work in studying Taiwanese flight attendant in all social science disciplines. It might not be 

because her study was extensive and acknowledged, but because her work has been the only 

published academic study on this occupation, which always attracts so much attention in Taiwan.  

Hsu’s work focused on how women’s beauty and bodies emphasized in the media to project the 

company images. Also she discussed how sex harassments in the workplace intertwined with 

such beauty myth.     

Gap of the Literatures 

When put into previous literature into consideration, I would like to address the 

perspective of intersection between gender and work by bring into perspectives illustrated in 

Asian women’s own voices. And this explains the reasons why I would not “give them (us) 

surveys” and make my work “easier”. Women’s experiences needed to be understood beyond the 

numbers. By understanding women’s experiences in this unique female-dominated occupational 

context, the significant contribution of my study is to address the gap in the literature. 

The aim to conduct this qualitative research was not to dispute if the image of flight 

attendants should or should not be projected in the way as Hsu also described. Instead, I would 

like to understand on the individual level, how these working experiences shape, influence or 

change their lives, whether women in this occupation have perceived they might be manipulated 

http://datas.ncl.edu.tw/cgi-bin/theabs/1/flyweb.cgi?p=58697&i=150007&t=62&o=iChun-Pei+Yang.aue#1�
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by the invisible power.  In the next chapter I would like to discuss how flight attendants perceive 

themselves when they are in their disciplined space, that is, workplace.  
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CHAPTER 3 
CONSTRUCTED FEMININITY THROUGH THE DISCIPLINED BODIES 

During the 47th anniversary birthday party, a veteran flight attendant leading another 
21 cabin crew wore traditional uniforms from different time periods, to display the 
company’s rich history...This marks CAL’ s first uniform change in 11 years… 
 
…For a long time, China Airlines used the traditional cheongsam as its uniform, 
because the cheongsam reflects a special Oriental aesthetic for women’s wear. 
However, to fit modern requirements, the new uniform combines beauty, fitness and 
convenience, and a more ergonomic cut was adopted to emphasize both function and 
spirit. Inspired by CAL’ s corporate logo (a plum flower)  the new uniforms come in 
three colors, including velvety purple and plum blossom for cabin chiefs and 
supervisors, and purple gray and plum blossom for flight attendants and ground staff. 

 
 – “China Airlines Celebrates 47th Anniversary”  

media news announcement English version,  
released at December 4, 2006, Taipei  

  

The most important reason to have flight attendants on board is for the flight safety rather 

for meal service as people may assume.  Flight attendants are trained to equip themselves with 

abundant and extensive knowledge of the aircraft, and to handle the emergency situations 

independently, including evacuating passengers in the worst scenarios. Yet besides being 

knowledgeable to these essential as a qualified cabin crewmember, Asian flight attendants are 

also anticipated to meet additional standards and fulfill extra responsibilities.  As reported in the 

news, flight attendants embodied the impression the airline company aim to make. In this chapter 

I explore how women’s experiences the constructions of femininity through their bodies.  

Qualification of Work 

Most airline companies have indicated physical features requirements in the recruitments 

of flight attendants, the fact of which often regarded as the “common sense” people who are 

interested in application should be aware of. The recruitment is a long process, which may last 

two to three months. Even though the details might differs for each airlines, recruitment activities 

for flight attendants in Taiwan usually involve at least two face to face interviews, English ability 
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tests, an aptitude test and finally a physical check-up on health condition. In the first face-to-face 

interview, all applicants will be carefully scrutinized if the height meets the standards before they 

could proceed further in this process. For female applicants the height restriction is to be above 

160 centimeter (approximately 5 feet 3 inches); and for males 170 centimeter (approximately 5 

feet 7 inches) is the minimum. Many of the respondents recall their first job interview 

experiences in similar tone. After entering into the huge auditorium (later known to be the crew 

training center) and successfully passing the scrutiny of height, they then proceeded to a long 

line waiting for interview with many other young females who were also fully dressed up and 

endeavored to be looked like a “real” flight attendant. The atmosphere in the auditorium was 

tense and everyone seemed to be nervous, yet as soon as entering into this auditorium people 

automatically see themselves should behave elegantly, speak softly, and interact with others with 

careful manners.  

As described above in this very first confrontation with the occupational culture, the 

stressful job interview had turned the space into a context that incorporated no candidate failing 

to meet the physical feature requirement such as height, or failing to behave properly under such 

stress. Lin, a 30-year-old female flight attendant with 7 years long working years told me her girl 

friend’s story.  

The first thing they did was to measure the height. I knew I’m fine (with 168cm) but my 
girl friend who is 159 cm knew she might be in trouble. We talked about it and she already 
had mental preparation she would fail…the flight attendant 1 told her she is not qualified 
because she is 1 centimeter less than the requirement. My girl friend begged her to let her 
enter the center, “at least give me a chance” …the flight attendant told her she had come 
across so many others similar to her case. Her supervisors had required her to stick to the 
rule and “there should be no exception!”  My girlfriend cried OUT LOUD at once even 

                                                 
1 In the interview process there are always current flight attendants being asked to assist in the pre-interview process, 
such as measuring the interviewee’s height as in this case, distributing materials, maintaining the lines in order, 
giving directions etc.  
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though she knew it is most likely to happen in the very first place. It was shameful because 
everyone was looking. 

 

When I asked Lin to talk to me about the interview she was in 7 years ago she said she has 

forgotten everything and only “my girlfriend’s tears are the only thing I can still remember 

vividly.” Later in the interview when we talked about the difficult passengers on board and her 

gradually lost of patience, her girl friend occurred to her mind again so she commented:  

Well if it is my girlfriend that I told you earlier with 159 cm coming across this I bet she 
would be much more qualified to be a flight attendant compared to me. (I: Why?) Because 
she is such a tender person and she always speaks softly. But sadly she is too short after all. 

Another younger flight attendant told me her experience two years ago:  

Someone said in the on-line discussion forum about how she successfully passed the height 
screening process by putting sanitary napkin in her panty hose under her heels so that she 
could become higher even without the shoes! 

But I believe they (the company) already know about how applicants might cheat. I noticed 
that they look especially close to those who are about the minimum height and make sure 
they don’t hide anything under their heels. It would be shameful if got caught. 

According to their authorities, height restriction is important in order to make sure flight 

attendants could easily reach out their hands to close the overhead bin or help passengers with 

their luggage. Yet from my personal experience, which is also confirmed in the dialogues with 

other colleagues’ experiences, even though I did pass the feature screening with my 5 feet 4 

inches in height, and could be even taller with my high heeled shoes, I could still experience 

difficulties in closing the heavy, full-loaded overhead bins in my tight uniform. Sometimes I 

would rather take off my shoes to stand on the passenger’s seat to reach for the bin easier and 

more gracefully. Or if I am lucky enough I might borrow a hand from my male colleagues or 

some kind male passengers. And this brings into another interesting point: if the height 

restriction is really as important as the emphasis, regardless of the fact it might not help that 
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much in the cabin working environment, why there would be differences between the minimum 

standard between male and female?  Couldn’t men be “shorter” than required since that still meet 

the standard or women would be asked to be taller?  This implies how airline companies filter 

the candidates with certain type of body features they prefer to see their flight attendants have, in 

such a disguised mechanism and as shown earlier candidates would make effort to change their 

bodies accordingly. The qualified body is the first thing to be confirmed. 

While height may not easily be changed, candidates (and later might become a trainee 

flight attendant) could attempt to make their appearances like “a real flight attendant.” Airline 

companies often request the applicants’ attires in the interviews. For example, the recruitment 

announcement on China Airlines’ official website clearly indicated: 

Female: must wear short-sleeves shirts, skirt to the length to the knees.  
Long hair must be made into a bun.   

                                                 
In this attire code the candidates are meant to be checked if their figures and appearances could 

project the glamorous and elegant images flight attendants should have. Besides, being able to 

carefully follow such attire instruction implicates the obedient characteristic. A flight attendant 

recalled an incident happened in her first interview. One of the interviewees in the same round 

with her wore a three-quarter-sleeves shirt and let her long hair down. As soon as they entered 

into the room, a female interviewer (who later known to be a purser) frown her face and 

challenged this girl’s crankiness immediately. 

She asked, why do you let your hair down? Didn’t you know there is an attire request? 
Didn’t we ask you guys to wear short-sleeves? She was irritated by this person’s 
indifferent attitude. She (the candidate) dared not apologize for her mistakes at all. 

She (the interviewer) said “if next time you were able to have another chance to come to 
our job interview again, remember the difference between short sleeves and three-quarter 
sleeves! 
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While every female come to the recruitment with the hope to get admitted and dress themselves 

as “correct” as possible, this candidate who chose to express her characteristic by dressing in the 

way she like undoubtedly be seen as unqualified.  

In most cases, on the contrary, candidates usually carefully consider how they should dress and 

present themselves in the interviews. A flyer from a private school soliciting how their services 

could help students to pass the job interviews demonstrates how a young woman makes effort, 

with the mindset of working in the airline she aims to join, to shape and change their appearances 

accordingly:  

In our Pose and Etiquette class you will learn how to stand, sit, walk, couched down to 
pick up some stuff on the ground gracefully in the job interview. 

Before the interview you will be instructed by our professional beauticians and 
hairdressers for your individualized make-up and hair style in the interviews. You will 
learn different techniques for grooming for the interviews with different airline companies.  

For China Airlines you could wear a purple shirt to reflect their uniform color. For Eva air 
you would better look like a obedient daughter-in-law. For Cathay Pacific, you should 
wear makeup to the extent that you look independent and tough. For Singapore Airlines 
present yourself as a mature, feminine woman. 

Before becoming flight attendants these young women already attempt to carry the company 

images with their bodies enthusiastically. After they are admitted to be a member, their 

qualifications are even more repeatedly and diligently confirmed.  

How Do I Look? 

Women engaging this occupations are expected to project the images of elegance and 

decent when at work. To begin with, we look into China Airlines’ grooming regulations2 which 

served as a sketch of image airlines anticipates from their flight attendants:  

Make-up:  
1. Foundation: close to your original skin color with no glitters.  

                                                 
2 This is an inside-circulated material listed in flight attendants’ work regulations manual (Revised date: 2004/03/01) 
which is not open to public review. Even so the grooming regulations are never confidential information. 
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2. Eye Make-Up: the color of eye shadow, eyeliner, mascara must be conservative. No 
sparkling glitters. No fake eyelashes.  
3. Cheek color: should be neutral color.  
4. Lipsticks and Nail polish color: appropriate and conservative color. Nail polish color 
such as black, green, blue is prohibited 
 
Hairstyle: the length of short hair cannot exceed the end of the collar or it must be made into 
a bun. Hair accessories can only come into black or blue color and cannot be larger than 12 
cm  in length. Bang cannot be longer than the stance of the eyebrows… 

hair spray must be used…cannot be too curly…can only be dyed into natural color. No 
fashionable hair style and must look elegant. 

 
Accessories:  
1. Earrings: only single white pearl eardrops are allowed to be worn and must be attached to 
the earlobe. The size of the pearl cannot be larger than 0.8 cm. 
2. Rings: at most one could be worn on each hand 
3. Bracelets: only come in gold or silver color and less than 0.3 cm in width.  
4. Watch: feminine style rather sports, cartoon or leisure style watch.  

 
 
The detailed grooming regulations focus especially on the color of the make-up and the size of 

the accessories. Keywords such as neutral, conservative, appropriate, or feminine imply the 

grooming regulations are turning women into a uniformed look; a look that has no personal 

characteristics but a look of feminine fashion. Heavy make-up is required at work but the color 

and style to be used are not allowed to be fashionable. The message of this grooming regulation 

suggests flight attendants should present themselves to in conservative, elegant and obedient 

manners which imply a prudent lady, a gentle hostess or a considerate housewife rather some 

negative associations opposite to these roles.  

These grooming regulations depersonalized women in the occupations as they are not 

expected to present their personal style at work but to reproduce certain projection. Respondents 

who used to work in EVA Airway also confirmed with similar experiences, as one of them 

claimed: 
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We could only wear green or orange color of eye shadow at work with red lipstick which 
matches the color of EVA. Come on! Not everyone looks nice as in traffic lights3 or 
Christmas trees! 
 

In the training, all flight-attendant-to-be begin to learn to follow the grooming rules, the 

“standard look” at work.  

(To me: don’t you remember?) Red is red, blue is blue (referring to the make-up color) 
Then you’re safe for the appearance check. Everybody knows. 

Standard look refers to applying heavy make-up with heavy and conservation colors which are 

cohesive with the color of uniform. And together it could best emphasize their femininity.  

What matters is never the make-up techniques or the color one prefers to use, but if one is 

willing to make-up and look “feminine,” And by performing such make-up process they again 

prove the commitment to merging into the occupational cultures and to become an “authentic” 

flight attendant as soon as they remove the label as “trainee.”  Every new flight attendant 

gradually realize how this is the point of the process of “putting up heavy make-up and look the 

same as others”:  

 “(Talking about her time as a trainee) I was very clumsy and made a big mistake…but 
purser said even though he was angry he forgave me, because at least I wear perfect make-
up showing that I do respect my job.”  

And this learning process, I argue, is to enforce these trainees to learn how to be feminine, in 

other words, to do gender to be qualified at work. And their efforts are always examined: 

“Instructors said as a trainee, the best way to wear make-up is to follow the rule because 
you are always observed closely (I asked: by whom?) Who? Everyone! In ground training 
school instructors check you. When in the cabin pursers specifically check your 
performance. And of course other crewmembers check on you too.”  

This argument could be testified by the fact that so-called “standard” look might not still be 

practiced by a more experienced flight attendant. For a more experienced one, first she might 

                                                 
3 The traffic light in Taiwan comes green, read and yellow. The yellow light’s meaning equals to the flashing 
walking lights in the U.S. 
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already found herself given more space and flexibility in proving her commitment and 

accountabilities at work; second, she could now be “feminine” enough to be excused from such 

self-accounting process, as this quote implies: 

 It is very easy to tell who the new-comers are: by the way they put on make-up. 

Nevertheless when at work, formal employment as a flight attendant does not excuse women 

from displaying gender and their appearances are still under supervision.  Yo, aged 28 with 5-

year working experiences told me a negotiation encountered when she accidentally had a small 

but a noticeable wound in her left side cheek. Besides this accident she is in good shape and is 

ready to work. However putting make-up on her wound is unreasonable. She wonders if she 

could leave that area uncovered by any cosmetic product. For fear that being reported by purser 

for not “fully make-up” she decided to drop by the management office to explain the situation in 

advance: 

I asked if it is okay to go to work with this situation. She (the manager) stared at me coldly 
without saying a word. I again explained I don’t want to ask sick leave because I am fine. 
All I want to know is if I could put on make-up as usual, eye color, lips, foundation 
everything… but skip this area, would this be okay. If a purser wrote a report of me about 
this, or even if a passenger wrote a complaint letter to comment on me, things like that, 
would the management office see I already explained in advance and acquired approval. 
She still didn’t answer my question directly, but with comment “you know everyone must 
wear make-up at work. If you don’t want to then ask sick leave” But I don’t want to ask 
sick leave! I want to switch flights next month! 4And I am not saying I am not putting on 
make-up. I would still put on make up only not this area. I kept telling her my point and 
she again and again repeated if I want to go to work then complete make-up is needed or 
I’ll be responsible for myself. The other choice is sick leave which I don’t want to…  

Yo was very upset for their dialogues kept as an endless loop for ten minutes. She was most 

upset about her managers’ attitude: 

                                                 
4 For a flight attendant ask for sick leave she will be deprived of the right to switch flights with others for two 
months. As the working schedule is decided by the dispatching center the only opportunity flight attendants could 
somewhat shape their schedules to their preferences is by switching flights with others. 
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You see, I already had concerns if it (her wound) would leave me scar later on.  And it is 
not complete recovered yet. If I put on foundation or powder on it wouldn’t it be worse? 
She is a woman herself how could she being so not understanding? If it were she had this 
on her face would she put on any cosmetic stuff on that?  

         And she asked me to apply for sick leave for recovery. It is easy for her to say. Sick leave 
means I cannot switch my flight schedules with others in the next two months and my salary 
will also be deducted. Why do I have to ask sick leave why I am so energetic and ready to 
work? Simply because of my perfect appearance is?  Would I work less hard than others 
because of this wound?  Would I smile less? Would I refuse to serve my passengers water 
because of part of my face is not covered by foundation? Would I? Would I? Would you? 
Would you?  

Even though this incident had happened quite a while before our conservation, Yo still has anger 

to the incident which deeply impressed me. Yo’s anger comes from her confrontations with her 

supervisor, who should be able to empathy and understand her concerns as a women herself. Yet 

she got this frustrating response implying she cannot be qualified to do her job.  

This reminds me what I witnessed before. A senior colleague I had worked with had a quite 

large dark birth mark on her arm. She was a very cheerful person and very enthusiastic and 

responsible as a flight attendant. Yet the purser of that flight was not happy about her birth mark. 

He first rudely asked how she “survived” the interview without being noticed of it, implying she 

shouldn’t be here: “If I were the interviewer I wouldn’t let you in.” He later even commented if 

she ever thinks of getting rid of it by laser to “lower the possibilities of cancer”. And because it 

was a flight layover abroad, he finally requested her in the returning flight the next day to “put 

on foundation to cover it so that it won’t scare the passengers.” I remember the senior colleague 

was about to cry but chose to be silent.        

Women’s bodies need to look perfect at work as showing their “respect to the occupation.” 

Besides of the regulations to follow, their physical appearances also need to be perfect. If not in 

perfect appearance discriminations described as above may occur. In my interviews I was very 

careful in asking my respondents who I think might come across such skin problems for fear that 
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I may hurt their self-respect, or they might be defensive, as if I am also suspiciously challenge 

their credibility. I seldom lead to conversation flow to skin problem purposely unless we talk 

about it through the way. Moon was one of my best friends while working in China Airlines. She 

had pimples’ problem for quite a while. She was interviewed with an ex-flight attendant Chun, 

who is very close to her and three of us had built certain rapport together from our past trip to 

Hong Kong for leisure. Moon brought the skin problem up herself when we talked about and the 

atmosphere in the interview and it was more like a friendly chatting. Moon told me her countless 

uncomfortable experiences when interacting with other flight attendants, especially with those 

who had brilliant beautiful skin. 

I feel ashamed you know. Especially with those who have wonderful flawless skin. 
Watching them makes me even wonder how I get myself here. Those are the real flight 
attendants and I am not. Sometimes when passengers watch at me longer than they should 
I’ll begin to be shy and think they must be thinking, how she being a flight attendant with 
so many pimples on her face? You know I’ve been so sad for a long long time. I have 
spent a lot of money on skin products to improve my skin. (Chun and I tried to persuade 
her to think the bright side and her skin problem is getting better, which is true) But it is 
still not as good as others.  

Later when Moon was on the phone Chun told me once they flew together, a senior flight 

attendant mocked Moon to her face: “Oh my god! What did you do with yourself with so many 

pimples? You should stay at home instead of scaring the passengers in flight! ”  

These experiences above illustrate when at work if a woman’s femininity is not flawless she 

could be questioned by passengers, colleges and (even female) supervisors.   

In Her Uniform 

Another important that contributes to the flight attendants’ image is the uniform. Uniform 

is regarded as the identity of flight attendants and is seen to express the image of the company. A 

flight attendant in the uniforms walking in the airports all over the world is the best live 

advertisement for airlines. Airline companies make use of this as a chance to project their 
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company images. For this part, flight attendants are aware of how and what the uniform, 

cheongsam, represents; how it attracts people’s attention and curiosity, sometimes from flight 

attendants in other airlines: 

In Amsterdam airport...two women asked, your uniform is so beautiful! Where are you 
from? And we proudly answered: we are China Airlines from Taiwan! 

Once when we were waiting for the aircraft (arriving) in Abu Dhabi…and I was shopping 
in the duty free, a flight attendant working for, I don’t know, some airline from middle-east 
I guess approached to ask if she could take picture with me because she thinks our uniform 
is beautiful… 

Like the grooming regulations, the dress of uniform also has certain regulation to be 

followed. The high-heeled shoes distributed by the company are not very comfortable to wear. 

Many flight attendants therefore would rather buy some similar shoes that better fit themselves. 

Yet some supervisors do not appreciate this idea for “it is then not uniformed”. Some passengers 

even write to report this “confusing situation”: why that stewardess’ shoes are different from the 

others?”  But male flight attendants do not have similar problem because they were given any 

shoes or socks as part of their uniform. So they could be to buy what they want to wear to work 

according to their preferences. 5Another issue is the pantyhose flight attendants wear at work. 

The brand flight attendants often buy and wear are with high den, which is designed for women 

in the occupations that stand very long, such as nurse, surgeons, school teachers and of course 

flight attendants. When I began my first interview there happened to be a new regulation just 

announced: the color of the pantyhose should not be light skin-color alike and instead of dark 

skin color. One of my respondents expressed her opinions: 

                                                 
5 I didn’t ask male flight attendants’ opinions on it but I understand not all male flight attendants appreciate that 
either. For they have to pay by themselves. In the meantime some of them in my memory are happy about choosing 
it. I remember a male colleague told me he spent around US 200 dollars for his shoes and commented on he knows 
it’s unfair but at least he could wear something nice.  
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It is non-sense. Okay, if they are not happy about our pantyhose then give us the one we 
should wear. We pay by our own money then why we cannot buy what we want to wear? 
Why they need to care such trivial thing?  

It is one of the proofs how women’s bodies are monitored and disciplined at work by their 

uniformed appearance. Cheongsam, the style of their uniform, was made to fit someone’s body 

perfectly. Flight attendants’ figures were measured to made their own cheongsam at the 

beginning of the career, and are expected to wear the same size in the following years because 

there will be no re-measurement every year when new uniforms are given6. That is to say even 

thought there is no written rule to ask flight attendants to keep an eye on not gaining weight, 

there is silent monitor on woman’s body everyday in life through this made-to-fit uniform 

mechanism. A flight attendant shares her experience which represents the problem many flight 

attendants also face: 

When I raise my hands up to close the overhead bin my dress will also goes up.  Normally, 
when I put down my hands my dress will return to its original status. Yet if I gain any 
weight, when I raise my hands and put them down, my dress will not come down but will 
be stuck itself to my thighs area! No one tells to lose weight, but your will know because 
your uniform tells you! 

Many other respondents have also shared similar experiences of the confinement in 

wearing uniform. The cheongsam has two splits on both sides, so if a woman in the uniform not 

acting carefully, it is easy to expose her body (upper thighs) to the extent of embarrassing herself. 

This was one of the reason I myself would rather step on a passenger’s seat to close the overhead 

bin and of course I was not the only one who would do so. While running or walking too fast is 

not allowed except emergency; it is not easy in the first place to run with tight uniform.  

                                                 
6 Unless one requests to do so and for most of the time it only happens after the maternal leave. For others who don’t 
have the “understandable reasons” and want to resize their uniform, they often need to go through a long 
troublesome process to do so, and they have to tolerate the inconvenience long waiting period before the uniforms 
sent back to them.  Therefore many flight attendants would not to experience so many annoyances simply for some 
tiny changes in their uniforms. 
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Besides not running in the cabin, other aspects of women’s behaviors when in the uniforms 

are supervised as well. Trainees are told to practice how to grin with the exact seven teeth being 

revealed, which is seen to be most sincere and ladylike, in front of the mirrors again and again.  

Another flight attendant told me her friend in Singapore Airlines was taught what kind of bras 

they should wear to make sure their breasts are in fuller figure.  Another flight attendant who 

used to work in Eva Air explained how the uniform implies the flight attendants’ status in 

hierarchy. Flight attendants’ uniform in Eva Air is in suit style. And there are different patterns 

on the sleeves according to their seniority. That is to say, one’s position could be simply 

identified by their uniform at a glance. For more senior crew they tend to make their hair fuller 

and the bun in a higher position on the back head to create a certain noble look to match their 

uniform, which differentiate themselves from the juniors. “There is no spoken rule,” she said, 

“but you just knew there are certain hairstyles and certain make-up you wouldn’t do unless you 

are the senior crew.” 

What’s beyond an outsider’s imagination on the uniform is all the silent constraints and the 

implicate control over women’s bodies.  

Disciplined Bodies; Disciplined Behaviors 

Flight attendants’ appearances have been strictly supervised and monitored in many different 

ways. Their physical features, appearance and figures are always monitored by the company, the 

passengers and even by themselves. Responding to Foucault’s arguments, for these women, their 

bodies have been manipulated with different techniques and being disciplined all the time in the 

workplace.  

Female flight attendants’ bodies have been understood for the use of the airline companies they 

work for. As projected in many airlines advertisement, the glorious flight attendants treat the 

passengers with the utmost hospitality. Female bodies become the objects carrying imaginations 
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the company wants to associate the potential customers with: a beautiful sweetheart, a caring 

mother and an elegant hostess, which altogether implicate the expectations on their gender roles. 

In the next chapter I will further discuss the arguments on the disciplined behaviors in the 

discipline workplace: their emotions.
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CHAPTER 4 
IN THE SKY AND ON THE GROUND: AM I QUALIFIED? 

She is such an elegant flight attendant. When she answered my request, she said “I will be 

right back with you” instead of “Just a moment please.” 

                                       – Quoted from a passenger’s praising letter to the company, posted 
on the announcement bulletin for flight attendants’ reference 

 

Emotional labor refers to how the service providers, such as flight attendants, produce the 

pleasant atmospheres in their interactions between the service receivers, in this case the 

passengers on broad, to create comfortable surroundings of hospitality. Flight attendants manage 

and disguise their internal feelings to display the behaviors consistent with the occupational 

requirements. In the chapter the conceptualizations of emotional labor managed by Taiwanese 

flight attendants toward their patrons are examined. In addition, findings also suggest that such 

labor is not only practiced in the cabin, but in all work-related contexts, even before they have 

admitted to the position. A flight attendant who fails to perform emotional labor to her patrons, 

co-workers, and supervisors in the context will find her qualification and credibility in this 

occupation is challenged.  

Long for Wings 

People who long for engaging in the occupation as flight attendants see it is as common sense to 

present oneself as an easy-going, kind and cheerful person in the job interviews. As discussed 

earlier there are always thousands of candidates competing for limited openings, everyone strives 

to impress the recruiters in their contacts within few minutes in order to persuade them she or he 

could do this job well. While physical features as well as appearances are also important 

characteristics to make some candidates attract more attention in the first impression, airline 

recruitment managers always claim the company is looking for people with good personality apt 
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to the service industry. In other words, people who could perform emotional labor well enough 

to provide the patrons a pleasant experience of flying. Therefore this is every interviewee’s goal 

in the job interview. Many of the respondents talk about their interview experiences as with the 

keyword “smile”, which is known to be one of display requirements of service workers. Also 

many of the respondents mentioned they would suspect the possible questions being asked in the 

interviews and practice the answers they would respond.  

When I practiced before the interview I first put myself in the recruiters’ shoes: what kind 
of person they are looking for… (For instance if being asked what part-time job I had 
before) I used to be an English tutor for little children…with patience and love… 

Ever since I decided to pursue my dream to be a flight attendant, I often ask myself 
whatever incidents I come across “if I were a flight attendant now, what would I do?” I 
would like to change myself into a gentle person; behave elegantly and being caring to 
people surround me. As this becomes part of my characteristic I could present myself in 
this way in the job interview. 

This technique might be universal for any job interview preparation; the difference is to what 

degree the correctness the answers could achieved depend on how it could project their persona, 

implicating they are able to do the emotional labor well. Also even though at this stage they 

might not see such labor has to be produced with proper management of emotion and sometimes 

involve oppressing the true feelings, example here shows they are recognizing this as part of the 

occupational requirements and predict they will be expected to demonstrate such ability in the 

interview. 

In the interview with the male ground supervisor talking about how the performances of the 

candidates in the interviews are evaluated, it is confirmed that the candidates’ ability in 

managing their feelings in such a stressful occasion is seen as an index to their potential to fulfill 

the emotional regulations. Also, the ability to project the persona that meet up with the 

occupational requirements is thought highly of.    
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I always look for the smiling lady among them (the interviewees) and try to ask her more 
questions. The answers don’t matter and actually I don’t quite care what kind of person she 
is. As long as she shows a gentle but enthusiastic attitude to me; makes me—as a stranger 
to her—feel comfortable in this 30 seconds contact, then I see potential. 

His word reminds me of my own very first interview at the age of 22. The girl next to me was so 

nervous that her body was trembling. I was nervous, of course, as well.  My strategy to deal with 

it was to tell myself, “focus….convert your energy for nervousness into smile.”  So the more 

nervous I am, the bigger smile would show on my face. This personal experience led me to ask 

him about his opinions on the candidates’ fright in the interviews. What if they cannot calm 

down, such as trembling in answering your question?  

 
Well, even I see her hands or legs are nervously shaking… (laugh)  She is so afraid of me 
and the whole situation but she could still answer my question well under such 
circumstances, I still think she has potentiality to become a good flight attendant. 

His words clearly explained the real personality of flight attendants is not the point. As long as 

one could control her personal inner feelings to certain extent and still get the job done— like in 

this case answering the question properly— this person has proved herself/ himself to meet the 

qualification of the occupational requirements.  On the contrary, a candidate who cannot 

persuade the recruiter to believe in the emotional presentation she/he could achieve result failure 

in the interview, even though the true persona of this person could be kind, caring and always 

willing to help. This contrast to the general understanding, as well as the claims from the airlines, 

that they are looking for people who sincerely care for the passengers to be their flight attendants. 

Undoubtedly people with sweet a personality are always valued in the service industries, yet in 

terms of recruitment, it is more practical to sort out those who could convince their audiences 

they are equipped with such characteristics, judging by the emotional labor they do in the 

interviews.  
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In the Cabin  

Nevertheless successfully being admitted to the position of flight attendant is the starting 

point of the learning journey in terms of performing emotional labor. In the competitive Asian 

market airline companies strive to secure their existing customers and attract new ones, the 

quality of in-flight services is one of the main emphases of the airlines that compare and compete 

with their other opponents. Flight attendants play important role in providing services, and 

consequently are strictly trained to fulfill such responsibilities. In addition to the company 

images flight attendants are representing with their bodies in the uniforms, they are anticipated to 

carry the responsibility of bettering the passengers’ flying experiences through the interactions 

they have with them. It is often acknowledged, whether by passengers or by flight attendants, 

that it is Asian hospitality which distinguishes them from western airline companies. In my 

participant observations in the flight from Los Angeles to Taipei, a Taiwanese woman sat a few 

rows in front of me, approximately in her early fifties, who looked tired and frustrated when she 

boarded. After she settled all her luggage in the overhead bin and got her request of a cup of 

water with immediate response from the flight attendant, a smile with relief was on her face 

when she began to comment,  

Our Taiwanese airlines are always the best! China Airlines is the best! …miserable 
experiences from my previous domestic flight of N airlines (an American airline company) 
and American flight attendants are always so rude; with no smile and never answer the 
service button….our Taiwanese ladies (flight attendants) are so sweet and always give the 
good service! I’m so happy I’m going home! 

“Welcome home!” The flight attendant greeted her again with a brilliant smile.  

In this conversation the passenger admired the services provided by Asian (Taiwanese) flight 

attendants from an Asian (Taiwanese) airline company in contrast to her miserable experiences 

in a non-Asian cabin. And in the end, one of so-called “sweet Taiwanese ladies” welcomed her 

abroad by implying that by being in this cabin, she is already at home now and could enjoy 
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hospitality from home maid. In this interaction with a passenger the flight attendant successfully 

instilled the symbolic meaning into her emotional labor as the hospitality at home in Asia. On the 

other hand, from the insider’s point of view, this is not strange to me at all; in fact I had 

numerous similar dialogues with the passengers I came across when I was at work. And acting 

the same as the flight attendant at this woman’s service, I would also welcome passengers’ 

arrival at home with a seemingly sincere smile. It is because how to respond to the comment like 

“I’m happy I’m about to go home” is one of basic service technique every flight attendant 

learned from observing their colleagues, if not taught during the training by the instructor. 

Emotional labor is taught to be done through certain uniformed service dialogues. 

 This also introduces another finding about how flight attendants interact with the 

passengers or control their emotions. Service techniques are taught during the training period, yet 

when most flight attendants found they gradually learn how to do the emotional labor at work, 

not only from the on-job practice with passengers but also, which is most beneficial, from 

observing senior colleagues’ talk and behaviors.  In the working cultures among flight attendants 

of China Airlines1, colleagues address one another as sisters and brothers. Juniors flight 

attendants called the female seniors Jie-Jie (big sister in mandarin) while the other way around is 

Mei-Mei (meaning little sister in mandarin). Males are often called big brother regardless of their 

seniority and occasionally young brother, when seniority must be emphasized. This hierarchic 

workplace structure not only institutionalized the respectful and obedient culture between the 

junior and senior colleague but also suggests the working experiences and background 

knowledge should be passed down between different “generations”. In this sense how to display 

the emotion appropriately and effectively to respond to the passengers is definitely one of the 

                                                 
1 In other airlines companies similar hierarchy exists even thought the way of addressing could be different, such as 
junior sis(ter) and senior sis(ter).  
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most important lessons to be learned at work. A young flight attendant told me her experience as 

a trainee three years ago. The male passenger was upset for not getting the meal choice he wants. 

Even though she provided other possible solutions to her best knowledge acquired from the 

training, this mad middle-aged man scolded her as a dog. Without any clue of what to do, she 

began to cry.  

At this moment my galley Jie-Jie (the flight attendant in charge of galley for preparing 
food) showed up from my back, whispered into my ear, “you go now, I’ll take care of 
him.”  I watched in tears and let her overpass me to approach the passenger…Jie-Jie 
crouched next to this crazy beast, looked at him with her beautiful eyes (she has long 
eyelash by the way) and a sincere smile on her face.  “Sir, I am very very sorry that we 
don’t have any more chicken rice… I sincerely apologize. It’s entirely our fault that we 
cannot make you satisfied. Would you please do me this favor to try our fish noodle today? 
It is very delicious as well.”  

The man was still reluctant to yield. His friends next to him now spoke up to help Jie-Jie  
to persuade him, “come on, you see the beautiful miss are begging you now!”  Jie-Jie 
continued, “Please, do me this favor…Please, be my hero!”  

Finally the passenger was willing to “do this favor” for the sake of “begging from the beautiful 

miss.”  Later when this respondent expressed her appreciation to the senior crew and realized her 

Jie-Jie in fact also felt annoyed by the scene this man made while “in front of passenger she 

acted so humble and pitiful. I was also pitiful because my eyes were red.”  Yet her red eyes could 

not make her achieve the goal in persuading the passenger to change his mind. This “inspiring” 

experience to this junior flight attendant was a new way of controlling her emotions at work 

which she never perceived. After seeing how it could be effective she also perform this new skill 

in similar cases toward similar types of passengers.  

        On the other hand, this is one of the examples of how female flight attendants doing gender 

at work, in combination with doing emotional labor.  This senior flight attendant demonstrated 

her feminine characteristics in front of her targeted male passengers both in her behaviors 

(crouched down; looked at him with her beautiful eyes; smile) and in her languages (“I sincerely 
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apologize”; “it’s entirely our fault”; “please do me this favor”; “Please, be my hero!”) to 

stimulate the sympathy from the men (“you see the beautiful miss are begging you now!”) and to 

imply they are in the powerful control as “a hero” even though her internal feelings did not 

admire such role at all.  

Happily Ever After? 

The last aspect of the emotional state female flight attendants produce discusses the 

expected receivers of the state. In other words, who are the persons flight attendants would like 

to produce such emotional impact on? In addition to the previous discussions on the recruiters of 

airlines companies who make decisions on their admittances and the in-flight passengers they 

provide services for, this research suggests emotional labor is needed to be done to everyone in 

the work-related context, including other flight attendants, supervisors, or any personnel they 

come across inside or beyond the cabin.  

The conceptualization of emotion labor was based on the interactions between flight 

attendants and passengers. In terms of the flight attendants’ workplace cultures in this Asian 

context, it is recognized that emotional labor is also displayed among colleagues, and people who 

fail to successfully perform so will be questioned about their qualifications as flight attendants. 

One of the reasons is because of the hierarchy in the workplace, the relationships between juniors 

and seniors could be decisive factor to the harmonious working atmosphere or the stressful 

surroundings.  Since this power relationship is acknowledged as fundamental basis of work 

ethics, people who fail to merge in this structure will be literally isolated, and challenged their 

justification in the organization.  

 Emotional labor produced between the colleagues mainly reflects the respectful and 

obedient relations between juniors and seniors. Such culture is especially difficult for new 

comers who just start to assimilate themselves. Being at the bottom of the seniority, they are told 
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to be submissive to other senior crewmembers since the first day of training. As soon as they are 

formally introduced into the workplace and working with the existing crewmember, these new-

comers gradually learn, as the junior it is essential to modify their attitudes and behaviors to 

project their modesty toward the seniors, whether it is true or not.  One of the respondents talked 

about her personality before she joined China Airlines as “proud, tough and stubborn”. When she 

just began to work, she would talk back to the seniors or argue for her mistakes she made. This 

“problematic attitude” made many of the senior colleagues uncomfortable and resulted in some 

written reports on her attitude from the pursers, which made her experience some frustrated 

situations, such as being implied she could be fired.  

Mangers in the office say if I cannot get along with others well indicating I don’t have 
people skills, in other words I should not be here as a flight attendants. 

She then learned several strategies of survival after perceiving the situation, 

If you don’t develop good relationship with Jie-Jie who works with you in the same zone, 
she can make your flight miserable. And other Jie-Jie in the economy class will also begin 
to give you a hard time because they think you don’t respect them, so now they should 
teach you how to behave. 

So I tried to initiate some friendly chats with Jie-Jie. I do all dirty jobs, such as answering 
passengers’ service button and clean all restrooms so that Jie-Jie thinks I am tame. I try to 
develop rapport whether in fact I like this person or not. 

Several other flight attendants talked about their perceptions of the interactions with senior 

colleagues, as well as the efforts in creating a pleasant emotional state, which refers to the 

receptiveness and the compliance as a junior crew.  

Sometimes I feel dealing relationships with Jie-Jie could be more difficult than dealing 
with passengers. If you are provide the passengers with what they want they will be 
satisfied and thankful. But some Jie-Jie are hard to please, or dislike you for reasons only 
she knows. 

After the purser assigned the duty I will find the Jie-Jie I’ll work with and introduce 
myself. I would say I am green so if I made any mistake or if there is anything I don’t 
understand please be kind enough to forgive me and tell me what to do. Most of the time it 
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turned to be Jie-Jie would be kind to me, since I have put myself out there in the 
beginning. This statement shows I am always open to her instructions.  

I may begin to have some friendly talk with Jie-Jie by complimenting her hairstyle, her 
make-up, her watch, her nail polish color. If Jie-Jie is willing to talk more or seems to be 
nice I then ask how she did it or where she bought that to build up some rapport…if we 
could become friends working together is much easier. 

 

On the other hand, regardless of one’s seniority in rank, every flight attendant continues to 

project themselves in proper manners when interacting with the supervisors, who could directly 

challenge their credibility as a qualified flight attendant.  As the supervisor declared in the 

interview on how he makes judgments whenever a complaint letter arrives and he needs to 

justify if there was indeed an attitude problem of this flight attendant or simply 

misunderstandings, 

I would call this person into my office and ask question and explanation about the situation 
in that flight. I carefully examine this person’s attitude to me. If she or he keeps blaming 
someone else for the faults instead of reflecting if herself or himself has made any mistakes 
first…it must be problematic of his attitude in confronting the passengers. 

If this flight attendant doesn’t care if she or he would offend me in any sense in our 
dialogues, then there is no doubt that this person will do the same thing to the passengers. 

 
In these words we could see what expectation the supervisors have in terms of “qualified” flight 

attendants’ behaviors. Therefore, to prevent one’s credibility being questioned, even denied, 

flight attendants would also need to manage their emotions in reacting to all personnel in their 

work-related places. 

Gendered Emotional Labor 

In this chapter we have witnessed many instances of how Taiwanese flight attendants 

manage their hearts at work, responding to Arlie Hochschild’s research on American flight 

attendants. What has moved beyond her original discussions is the context in which Taiwanese 
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flight attendants need to perform such labor; and the receivers are not limited to the passengers 

any longer. If they fail to do so, which was not discussed by Hochschild, they face the stern 

challenges to their accountabilities at work.  

On the other hand, these instances also show how female flight attendants emphasize their 

feminity in the ways they manage and express their emotions. By displaying certain behaviors, 

language use, attitudes and beliefs, the emotional labor they finally produced is overlapping with 

the behaviors as doing gender. In other words, it is the gendered emotional labor they are 

producing to prevent themselves from being seen as an unqualified flight attendant. In Chapter 3 

we have seen how women’s bodies are monitored and supervised in the workplace. In this 

chapter we developed another dimension on how flight attendants are also supervised 

emotionally which confine their behaviors. Women have been disciplined in this occupation to 

project the impression. I then following this logic to discuss the direction this process heads for.          
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSIONS: INTERNALIZED MODEL ASIAN FEMININITY AND THE LIMITATION 

OF THE STUDIES 

Because everyone in this forum know I am a flight attendant I do not want to write 
anything that is not…I don’t know how to explain, “not like a flight attendant” I guess. If 
anyone leaves a message to attack me or wants to pick up a fight with me, I tend to 
respond politely and avoid indirectly. I know I don’t have to do so but I feel I have to. 

– excerpted from a diary-style article I wrote and posted on-line in 1999 after 
dealing with some unpleasant messages on the internet.  

 

Jie-Jie, from what you’ve been writing I see you must be a very gentle and pretty person in 
real life…I hope I will be like you someday.... 

– quoted from a message on my blog in 2007, from a young girl who longs for 
becoming a flight attendant in the future1 

    

Women engaged in the occupation as flight attendant are often regarded to share certain 

characteristics. They are expected to have beautiful appearances, elegant behaviors and cheerful 

characteristics. As discussed in earlier chapters, some of the commonness has been constructed 

as the occupational requirements, and flight attendants display their physical and emotional 

capability in doing gender, which justify their credibility and qualification at work.  

Internalized Characteristics 

Many of my respondents note that they have observed their changes after beginning the 

work. One quoted herself to be “more and more feminine in these years…I guess it is because of 

work.”  In such a female-dominated occupation a woman could always perceive a feminine 

model to imitate and be recognized, a model who could perform her job by exercising and 

emphasize her femininity as well as the “long-eye-lashed  Jie-Jie who turned a difficult 

passenger into her hero” as mentioned earlier in Chapter 4. By being disciplined in all work-

                                                 
1 This reader has been contacted and agreed her message to be quoted in this paper.  
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related contexts, women engaged in this occupation could gradually become used to certain type 

of behaviors, characteristics, language usages, just to name a few.  

And such constant, diligent requirements of displaying femininity through their disciplined 

bodies and doing gendered emotional labor at work are finally internalized as part of flight 

attendants’ “nature.” Many flight attendants talked about their experiences of personality 

changes as becoming “softer and tender” after working for a while. What they are used to 

perform at work could be brought into the personal lives, even though such expectations may not 

be projected on them after they put aside their uniforms and become a “common” woman. This 

could also explain why many flight attendants would find it is easier for them to find a position 

in other service industries if they decide to transfer to another career path. While one of the 

contributing factors is other service industries prefer candidates who already have some related 

working experiences and job as a flight attendant is more than qualified, the other is because they 

have been used to embody these characteristics in their interpersonal interactions and to present 

themselves in such ways. As quoted from a ex-flight attendant’s word, as a current nurse in a 

private clinic she “obviously stand(s) out among my (her) colleagues who were never trained as 

we were…can never imagine I (she) would answer phone in such a rude way and not being 

ashamed for my(her) uncivilized behaviors.” If all these characteristics are only the results of 

training or some temporary effects from faking projection they probably would stand out in the 

first place, and one would not see herself would be ashamed for uncivilized behaviors.  

Thanks to the imposed by the overwhelming discipline process, this following dialogue2 

between an off-duty flight attendant with the service personnel at a full-service gas station 

illustrates how such internalization work in these trained women’s daily lives: 

                                                 
2 This is an anecdote from one respondent. For reader’s easier understanding the original narrating form was revised 
into this dialoguing form presented here with the respondent’s confirmation on correctness.   
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Flight Attendant (F):  Sir, ni-hao! (greeting) May I bother you to fuel up my car?  
Thank you. 

Service personnel at the gas station (S):  Sure. Which kind (of gas)? 
F:   98 (super) please. Full please. Thank you. 
S: ….okay. 
F:  Thank you …ugh, I’m sorry sir, do you have change if I give you 1000 NT dollar? 
S:  Yes I have. 
F:  Thank you. Thank you very much. 
S:  Here is your change... 
F:  Thank you very much. 
S: …and your receipt.  
F:  Thank you very much.   

(Then the flight attendant started the engine and was ready to go. At this moment the 
attendant tried to say something to her)  

S: Miss…I really want to tell you this...you are really kind. You are toooooo welcome. You 
said so many times of “Thank you”! If you keep saying that I don’t know how to respond 
anymore!  
F: Oh, really? I didn’t know that… 
     Thank you!  

 
In this dialogue there were 11 service and greeting word usages (thank you, please, I’m sorry and 

ni-hao as hello) and 9 of them were “thank you”. This ultimately polite conversation 

interestingly has showed how flight attendants have been used to create certain impression; and 

finally how they would carry it with them no matter where they go and whom they are talking to. 

 
Model Asian Femininity  

Airline companies in Asia countries are so enthusiastic in projecting certain image 

advertising their flight attendants to present the Asian hospitality. From the point of view in 

tourism promotion, it is not surprising they would do so to stimulate the consumption. And as I 

articulate in Chapter 1, the emphasis of this paper is not to dispute how political correctness of 

such phenomenon is, but to understand in such factual circumstance what implication it brings to 

the context. Having said that, regardless of the targeted audience of Asian airlines enterprises, I 

would like to discuss what kind of feminity is promoted and encouraged in terms of sense-

making. 
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First of all, the recruitment, the training as well and laboring all direct the women engaged 

in this occupation to certain feminine model: obedient, submissive, graceful, ladylike, tender, 

and of course flawlessly beautiful. Young females who want to become a flight attendant project 

such imagination on the flight attendants and endeavor to change themselves into the same 

category. The reader of my writing who was still an undergraduate, as she dreamed to become a 

flight attendant herself, she addresses me Jie-Jie as what a junior flight attendant would address 

her senior. Her praise of my appearance is obviously based on her own imagination since my 

personal photo is not released on my blog and there is no way she could get a sense how I look 

like. If my writing touches her heart in any sense, or if I might reveal myself as a gentle person 

as the internalization process might have made me to do so subconsciously, her assumption on 

my real personality is blurred by her imagination on this occupation. This reader, however, is not 

a unique example. It is very common to see in the related on-line forum the candidates talk about 

the flight attendants they come across are so beautiful, graceful and hope they will become to be 

like them very soon. A flight attendant talked about her personal motivation on competing for 

this occupation was:  

I saw them (some flight attendants from Singapore Airlines) at the airport and they are 
extremely beautiful and feminine. They are mature women so I wonder, why couldn’t I be 
one of them? 3 

In making themselves into a qualified flight attendant, the young women therefore project make 

efforts to better themselves to be the qualified women: women who have these entire 

characteristic so they could become flight attendants. This is an on-going process if they truly 

become one. A newly-joined trainee or an inexperienced flight attendant continues her efforts to 
                                                 
3 This quotation is by no means to imply all flight attendants were motivated to engage in this occupation with 
similar motivation but to present an example of the imagination from a young woman on the qualified flight 
attendants. From my data I have observed diverse reasons of engaging this occupation, such as financial, personal 
interests, significant others abroad, by chance, etc. Since this is not my focus and not related to my thesis I did not 
discuss the reasons in the paper with acknowledgement of this observation. 
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do gender and emotional labor in all work-related contexts to ensure their accountability in 

fitting into such model feminity; and disciplined, monitored and supervised by the authorities, 

the public, and, ironically, themselves to one another.  

And if we return to the initial discussion on what Asian airlines project for their company 

images, we see these Asian women demonstrate the traditional female gender role in service as 

good housewives, good mothers, good care-givers. By promoting their business, in the mean 

time, airline companies simultaneously project the ideal of Asian women model, the ideal Asian 

feminity. The promotion of feminity and the promotion of Asian women’s role at work 

intertwine and intersect in this specific popular occupation. 

The Limitation of Representation 

As above I have argued how Asian airlines companies promote the ideal Asian feminity 

for women to emulate as their model based on the findings of this research project. Before I 

conclude I would like to point out the limitation of this research. First of all, as I have indicated 

in chapter 1, this thesis is based on the experiences of women flight attendants in China Airlines. 

Even though the reason for it was justified, for further research expanding the diversity of the 

participants, including their gender, age, and company affiliations, should be planned. I did try to 

spread this news by word of mouth, yet I find it is especially difficult to approach flight 

attendants in Eva Air. According to the information sources from my contacts, the company 

culture seems to be more conservative4 and flight attendants therefore are more concerned in 

addressing their opinions.5 Also, the working schedules of their flight attendants are even more 

                                                 
4 In the recruitment ne of the exam question is “are you favor the idea of organizing labor union of flight 
attendants?” Since there is no labor union for flight attendants in Eva Air, people who answer no will not be 
considered employment. Also in 2002, Eva Air laid off one hundred flight attendants without advanced notice and 
detailed explanation. Some of them were even awarded for “best cabin attendant” before.  

5 Eva Air closely monitors the employees’ activities in on-line forums and even their personal websites. If a flight 
attendant says something negative about her job or the company, she might face serious punishments. An Eva Air’s 
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hectic so their personal time is more compressed especially in the high season for traveling. Last, 

since I am not an insider in Eva Air, of course conducting participation observation in their crew 

center is impossible.  

On the other hand, even though there is a general recognition of how Asian airlines focus 

on the service provided by their Asian flight attendants, by proposing my argument above, I 

acknowledge it does not represent the overall Asian flight attendants’ experiences. Women 

working with different companies undoubtedly face different organizational cultures, 

expectations, negotiation, difficulties and stress; therefore my arguments are suggested to 

provide the general basis for the continual discussions and examinations. Also, women’s 

experiences in a female-dominated occupation in an East Asia society cannot represent other 

women’s experiences in the South Asia, Southeastern Asia, or West Asia. Even the cultural 

heritage of Taiwan results from Chinese traditions; I do not see Taiwanese women’s experiences 

represent women in Mainland China, which has different societal, economic, political 

background.   In all, Asian women’s experiences should not be generalized into one category 

without further exploration.  

                                                                                                                                                             
flight attendant was forced to close her popular personal blog for her “inappropriate opinions in the public and 
damage the company image.” Lately China Airlines also begin to watch closely on their employees’ personal 
remarks outside the workplace.  
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CHAPTER 6 
REFLEXITIVITY: LOVE, STRUGGLE, AND FLY 

      Who cares about us?  NO ONE! They think this waitressing job is easy and why these 
girls are still complaining? 

– A colleague’s comment after learning my plan of research.  
      Excerpted from my fieldnotes on my visit to crew center in December 2005 

 
 

Insider out 

When I conduct interviews all my respondents or previous acquaintances from work are 

aware of I am studying for my master degree in the U.S. and this is my research on “story of us”. 

In the sense many of them express their support to this idea, and give me a lot of suggestions, 

feedback and comments. Some will forward people “I think you should also talk to because she 

is representative” or as mentioned earlier, would begin to articulate stories after stories, or come 

back to me for a second conversation. One flight attendant who is also interested in pursuing her 

master degree “some day in the future” even suggested me several topics I might want to look 

into. While I cannot express my appreciation to them in my limited words, the meaning of this 

generous help is significant itself: they should help their passengers anytime at work; 

undoubtedly helping their colleague is regarded their responsibilities, as we always cover one 

another at work. Especially when they find out I am planning to write about our stories, the 

stories of people nobody cares about. They know since I used to be one of them, I should be able 

to understand them and present “our” voices fairly. Last, it is important to acknowledge that 

flight attendants are aware of the misunderstandings from the general public and their voices are 

underrepresented, and “no one cares about us because in our luxurious dreamlike job there 

should be no problem”. As one of my colleagues commented, “Helping you (to do your research) 

is as if helping ourselves.”   
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Even though my identity is a researcher rather than a colleague, almost all of my 

respondents, if they are junior than me, still cannot help themselves call me Jie-Jie in our 

dialogues. And I myself found it quite uncomfortable and also inappropriate not to call some 

senior crewmembers Jie-Jie and feel if I don’t, the tacit rapport between colleagues cannot be 

built. If I approach them with my identity as a graduate student, an outsider, the research I 

present here could be quite different. It also could be observed in the quotes in this thesis, many 

of them take it for granted that I understand them since we share background knowledge, in the 

dialogues these words appear all the time,  

You know that… 
Weren’t you also… 
Would/Wouldn’t you do…? 
 

These words also imply we are on the same boat.  Like one respondent complained her boyfriend 

wouldn’t understand our occupation when they just began dating, a description like “And it’s 

(the tiredness) like if you fly CI-066 followed by CI-110 right after, non-stopped” which an 

outsider boyfriend cannot always perceive the extent, while I, who had same experiences before, 

see the point she wants to make without any further explanation. This is my privilege in the field 

for first I don’t need to spend tons of time and energy to develop the rapport to be included into 

the community for the purpose of doing research, and second they truly see myself is a member. 

When I wrote up my thesis proposal  I once raised a question to myself, if I have no other 

“important theme that will influence the whole society” to address so I could go to a project I 

want to devote myself to, which might be beneficial to limited people. As I have began this 

research for three years, from time to time I come across questions and comments on my topics, 

such as, 

I am curious why the author chose this elite group to study…it is an interesting topic but I 
don’t see their experiences representative and beneficial to the public. 
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-- A comment I had from a reviewer of my submitted abstract for the 
conference 

I think your research interests in foreign brides in Taiwan should be more 
developed…because there are growing numbers and you could benefit more people. 

-- From a social conversation I had with a Taiwanese B&B host in 
Princeton 

As a researcher I devote myself to the topic I care about and I am concerned. These comments 

somewhat reflect, however, who my research could beneficial is in question. As I argue there is 

significance in looking into Taiwanese flight attendants to examine gender at work, another point 

I would like to emphasize is, it is dangerous and questionable to make judgments based on the 

assumption based on our limited understandings on a certain group of people, whether we are 

academic professionals or so-called the general public. 

Even if my research could only be beneficial to limited group, I would still continue without 

hesitation. How important a research is should not be judged from how visible these people are, 

especially in the larger sense we have already saw the connection between the invisibility and the 

broader scholarship. Therefore here comes my challenge: the emotional part of the insider 

researcher to her field. It did not occur to me when I was doing interviews or participation 

observations in the field to the extent which I have experienced since I came back to the U.S. and 

began my writing. The more I write, the more I feel obligated to this project. I am not the first 

one who used to be a flight attendant and then resigned for obtaining an academic degree and of 

course I am not the first one who researches on flight attendants. Nevertheless, so far, to the date 

this thesis is written, it seems to be I am the first who aims to present flight attendant’s stories 

from the qualitative approach and from a blessed insider position.  It will be arrogant to assume I 

am the only one who could do this research from such viewpoint, yet I cannot but think if I give 

up who else would carry it on from the same stance?  
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Voices on the Internet  

Since 1998 I began to post articles I wrote in several on-line forum, simply with good will 

to share my first-hand experiences in the job interviews of China Airlines. At that time 

information and discussions on the job interviews for flight attendants were not easy to access 

unless paying the private training school for their services. My articles raised some enthusiastic 

feedback and then I continued sharing my lives at work. In 1999 with some friends’ help I 

initiated the first non-profit on-line forum on flight attendants. Before this website built-up, 

many others were limited for business purposes, or limit its users to those who are already flight 

crew. I retired from this website, named Flying Meow-Meow Crew Network, two years later for 

personal reasons, and pleasantly to see it keeps prospering especially the net generations have 

achieved the age of participating in the flight attendants’ recruitments. Today Flying Meow-

Meow Crew Network still remains its non-profit characteristics and has accumulate more than 

millions visitors.  

 I continued posting my writings on my life as a flight attendant in the following years in 

some on-line forum and somewhat build up a reputation, even though my reader may not know 

me in real life. What I did not predict was one day I would be doing what I am doing now: being 

a graduate student and aim to speak up for women’s voices. And reading the articles I had 

written, my own voice in the past inspires and informs myself in doing this research. When I first 

presented this research6 I was asked a question on if I was aware of my body being sexualized.  I 

did not quite sure about my answer: I thought I had. And later as rethinking this question and 

reading my own notes from the past, I then realized I might not be aware of that is technically 

sexualized myself even though I might be doing it. I read and memories come back to me: how I 

                                                 
6 October 21 2006. “Love, Struggle, and Fly”--The Constructed Femininity of Taiwanese Female Flight Attendants. 
Paper presented at Conference of the Social Sciences 2nd Annual Meeting, Gainesville, FL.  
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first reapplied my lipstick before I left the galley, then crouched next to a male passenger 

pleading him to forgive my Mei-Mei (the junior crew member working with me) who irritated 

him. Even though I did not ask him to be my hero, the intonation and the word I used was 

purposely feminine. I probably gently put my hands on his arm when I asked for his forgiveness 

as well.  Self-reflections on my past voices like this example had helped me re-examine if my 

arguments could make sense to myself, and supposedly they could make sense to other female 

flight attendants as well. Yet as I had explained earlier in chapter 1, the direction of this sense-

making process is one-way; from experiences other women share toward my own reflections and 

then conclusions, not on reverse. 

Another challenge I face is the forgetfulness every human being would come across. I have 

left the occupational context and merged into another, which requires me to think academically, 

work scholarly, and not to speak in my mother tongue. That is to say things I had been so 

familiar with might gradually leave my life. And as I just articulated I have seen my self-

testimony and my stance is so important to me. My strategy, therefore, is to intentionally write 

my memoir in Mandarin on-line and I choose to blog. By keeping up my writing on the past I 

could head for the future.  

The reason why I choose to keep a log on-line and open to the public is, first, this is what I 

have been doing and have accumulated some readers. Sometimes from the interactions with 

others I see the blind spot I ignore because I had assumed that is part of me based on my current 

identity, like I thought I was aware of being sexualized.  Second, by observing how others 

respond, it could give me an idea of what people might think of this occupation and my research. 
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I once tried to recruit some potential respondents on my blog therefore I briefly describe what I 

plan to ask and what my study is about. An anonymous reader left this comment7 : 

I think you should do comparisons between American flight attendants and Taiwanese 
flight attendants or your study is not meaningful and you lose the privilege you study in the 
U.S. 

I gently responded with thankfulness and said I would consider about it. Yet in fact I felt 

frustrated and somewhat being offended by this comment, even though this person might leave 

this message out of some good will. It did occurs to me that the inter-cultural comparisons could 

be done at certain point, but how do I construct comparisons if there has been not much literature 

on Taiwanese flight attendants and none on these women’s voices? And why an Asian case 

could not be meaningful unless a parallel is made with a western one? Last, studying in the U.S. 

does give some me academic privileges, if that is the way we should call it, which I appreciate; it 

may on the other hand defect my other qualities, such as explaining my research to others in the 

language they could understand.  

This is what relates to my third reason for writing about my past, to the public and in 

Mandarin.  This trains me to be familiar with the word usage I used in past occupational context. 

Also a meaningful research, to my understanding, is to be able to benefit the communities I study. 

And explaining what a researcher does in a non-academic language is not always easy.  

As mentioned earlier, I had tried to recruit some potential respondents on-line by making 

announcement in personal blog. Writing on my past and posted it on-line also helps build up my 

credibility as an insider. In the end, two of my respondents responded my invitation. Because 

both of them see themselves have known me for a long time through the internet connection, 8I 

                                                 
7 Since this person did not leave any contact information I could not make contact before I quote this message. 

8 And after we met one was actually a colleague we had built great rapport for working together many times.  
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still regard these two respondents recruited through my personal contacts instead of via internet 

announcement. In many ways my own voices on the internet play a supporting role in my 

research.  

Love, Struggle, and Fly 

Like many of my colleagues, I love and enjoy my occupational life, even though we have 

so many physical and emotional challenges to face as well as power relations to negotiate at 

work. For me, and maybe for many others, this is more than an occupation but a lifestyle; a life 

style full of joy in relating with other human beings in this world, a lifestyle for travel-lovers, a 

life-style allows oneself to be independent, and most important of all, a life style which broadens 

our perspectives of the world.  Some others may instead find for them this job has no more 

meaning but a job itself. That is to say they have found other reasons to persuade themselves to 

stay. The reason could be providing their families abundant economic and material resources, 

being satisfied with their current lives and not into changes, just to name a few.  If there were no 

love—no matter how one may interpret it— toward this occupation it is almost impossible to 

keep on flying—after all, this is not a world for angels.  

In real life it always fills with struggles which come in different forms. Many flight attendants 

think they are the visible invisible as revealed in the prologue of this chapter, everyone could see 

their glory but no one would care their pain, or assume their lives should be care-free. Therefore 

many of my previous colleagues would congratulate me for my “good news” because I did 

successfully “getting out of here for a better life.” There is obviously a dilemma here: they see 

themselves suffering, yet still they are not leaving. In that sense how they see me as the one who 

decide to leave and can leave? The responses are extreme opposite. Some would admire my 

courage to make such a big change as mentioned; some instead would try to disapprove me. 

When I was about to resigned, there are always kind advises offered to me: 
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Think it twice before you jump…I heard so many stories how the resigned crew members 
being regretful…  

 It’s hard to find a job outside now… 

 Are you sure you want to do that? 

And obviously I did successfully relocate myself; yet from time to time I still come across some 

comments like these:  

You should stay in Taiwan to accompany your parents. 

Getting married is more practical than studying! 

What would you do after you graduate? Will you make as much (money) as we do now? 

Yet I am not at all offended by my previous colleagues. I somewhat could understand how and 

why these advises and comments were offered because they do not always address my situation 

but more like to persuade themselves they are on the right side.  What I see is, there is no right 

and wrong in between, it is just the choice we make.  

           What depresses me though is to see some of them now see they are inferior to me. A 

senior colleague, who used to be like a real big sister to me, gently turned me down for an 

interview. And her reason is: 

I am not qualified for you to interview…as old…as a mother already…you should ask 
others. 

Several others who congratulated me for pursing “a promising future out of here” would say 

similar thing like this: 

Ching-Yu, you are the smart one…you are different from us so you could go back to 
school… 

They assume because I am “smarter” so I could make the difference. By doing this research I 

would like to prove to my community that we should not internalized the “brainless waitress” 

image into ourselves. It was not my personal intellectual being superior to them so I go for 
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another career, but my personal choice, which explains itself that everyone could make a 

difference in her or his life. This research could not be conducted without the collective 

knowledge all flight attendants have built up and embodied. There should be no superiority and 

inferiority between all courageous women’s experiences. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION: IN THE NAME OF FLYING 

So you should go! Write up our stories…let people know more about us. 

                                           ---a colleague’s comment on my research 

 

Intersections between gender and occupation have been explored in different ways. This 

research on Taiwanese flight attendants illustrates the female-dominated occupation in the 

Asian context, which contributes to the current dialogues dominated by the Western literature. I 

aim to let the women’s authentic lived experiences speak our and their voices to be heard.  

Flight attendant has been an occupation mixed with a glorious beauty myth in several 

Asian countries. In Taiwan there are always thousands of young women competing for few open 

positions in an airlines company to become a flight attendant. While this occupation always 

attracts so much public attention, surprisingly, research on flight attendants has been limited. 

Therefore I aim to construct the subjectivity of female flight attendants in this research. My 

research questions look into how this occupation changes women’s lives; how female flight 

attendants incorporate doing gender and emotional labor at work, and how their femininity is 

constructed.  

The ethnographical research methods include interviews, participation observations and 

textual analysis. The timeline of the research was divided into two stages between 2005 and 2006. 

For the interviews, potential respondents were recruited from my relationships with previous 

colleagues. In total, 32 interviews were conducted. As for the participation observation, 

numerous participation observations were conducted in diverse work-related contexts, including 

the crew center, international flights, and flight attendants’ off-duty social activities during their 
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layovers abroad. Last, data were collected from various materials in the media for textual 

analysis. 

The ideas of gender roles, doing gender, power to manipulate and discipline human bodies 

and emotional labor serve as the theoretical concepts of this research. The majority of the latest 

research on this occupation in the post-Hochschild era either treated flight attendants as 

ornaments or only explored quantitative data.  In addition since the research has focused more on 

women’s experiences in western societies, women engaging the female-dominated occupation in 

Asian cultural context is absent from the mainstream dialogues.  

Findings show that the femininity of women in this occupation is constructed in many 

dimensions simultaneously. From the very first confrontation with the occupational culture in 

recruitment, a woman’s body is repeatedly checked and confirmed for qualification. Candidates 

attempt to make their appearance like “a real flight attendant” in the job interview and physically 

attempt to do so as well. After becoming flight attendants, their appearance must fulfill a 

uniformed look which allows no personal characteristics. Flight attendants should present 

themselves as conservative, elegant and obedient implying they meet traditional gender role 

expectations on women. 

In addition, femininity is emphasized by makeup, especially for the new flight attendants. 

The more experienced might be excused from such doing gender processes since they have built 

and testified their credibility as being feminine at work, which is a way of showing their “respect 

to the occupation.” In addition the physical features need to fit into the ideal image as well. 

Therefore uniforms play the role of silently constraining and controlling women’s bodies and 

behaviors. Flight attendants’ appearances have been strictly supervised and monitored in many 

different ways, which responds to Foucault’s arguments.  
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For Taiwanese flight attendants, emotional labor is not only practiced in the cabin, but in all 

work-related contexts, even before they have admitted to the position. A flight attendant who 

fails to perform emotional labor to her patrons, co-workers, and supervisors in the context will 

find her qualifications and credibility are challenged. The authentic personality of a flight 

attendant is not important, instead, the key fact it is whether they could project their persona to 

implicate they are able to do the emotional labor well. Besides, emotional labor is taught to be 

done through certain uniformed service dialogues. Flight attendants gradually learn how to do 

the emotional labor at work, not only from the on-job practice with passengers but also from 

observing senior colleagues’ talk and behaviors. How to display their emotion appropriately and 

effectively to respond to the passengers is definitely an important lesson to be learned.  

Also female flight attendants emphasize their feminity in the ways they manage and express 

their emotions. By displaying certain behaviors, language use, attitudes and beliefs, the 

emotional labor they finally produce is overlapping with the behaviors as doing gender. In other 

words, it is the gendered emotional labor they are producing to prevent themselves from being 

seen as an unqualified flight attendant. 

Because of the constant requirements of displaying femininity through their disciplined bodies 

and doing gendered emotional labor at work, these characteristics are finally internalized as their 

own characteristics. And by promoting business through flight attendants’ images airline 

companies simultaneously project the ideal of Asian femininity model. The ones who are 

qualified to be flight attendants are the ones who could be fit into such model.  

            The researcher’s insider position contributes to this research in many different ways.  In 

all, this thesis is significant not only because it addresses the gap in the current literature in 
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gender and occupation scholarship but also because it has brought a unique perspective in 

presenting the understudied women’s experiences. 
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	This research on Taiwanese flight attendant illustrates the female-dominated occupation in the Asian context, which contributes to the current dialogues dominated by the Western literatures.  Flight attendants are mixed with a glorious beauty myth in several Asian countries. While this occupation always attracts so much public attention, research on flight attendants has been relatively few and limited to certain disciplines. In this research I explored how this occupation changes women’s lives, how female flight attendants incorporate doing gender and emotional labor at work and how the femininity is constructed. 
	The ethnographical methods of the research include interviews, participation observations and textual analysis, were used to understand women's experiences at work. During 2005 and 2006, a total of 32 interviews were conducted; participation observations were done in several work-related contexts and materials were collected from various media sources for textual analysis.
	Findings show that women's bodies are always supervised, monitored and disciplined in both visible and invisible mechanism when at work.  In addition, femininity is emphasized and the "doing gender" process ensures their credibility and membership at work. In addition, emotional labor is not only practiced in the cabin but in all work-related contexts, even before one is admitted to the position. A flight attendant fails to perform emotional labor to her patrons, co-workers, and supervisors in the context will find her qualification in this occupation questioned. Moreover, female flight attendants emphasize their feminity in ways they manage and express their emotions. It is the gendered emotional labor they are producing to prevent themselves from being seen as an unqualified flight attendant. Because of the constant requirements of displaying femininity through their disciplined bodies and doing gendered emotional labor at work, these characteristics are finally internalized as their own characteristics. Flight attendants are projected as presenting the ideal of model of femininity.
	   The researcher's insider position contributes to this research in many different ways. In all, this research is significant not only because it addresses the gap in the current literature but also because e it has brought a unique perspective in presenting the understudied women's experiences.
	CHAPTER 1
	SPEAKING OUT THE MUTED VOICES OF WOMEN WITH WINGS
	They were angels in their last lives.
	So now with their wings
	Always tracing back their memories bear in mind.
	Between the clouds. In the sky. Girls meant to fly.  
	Name of theirs is Flight Attendant.
	– Drawn from my fieldnote
	Flight attendant has been an occupation mixed with a glorious beauty myth in several Asian countries. In Japan, South Korea, China, Thailand, Singapore and Taiwan, this occupation is regarded as an “elite” position rather than a job as waitress that anyone could be qualified for. Age limitations, height and weight requirements, education, multi-language speaking abilities, cheerful characteristics as well as gorgeous appearance together construct this female-dominated occupational position. 
	Within such a construction process becoming a flight attendant not only means one’s victorious award in a beauty pageant, but also practically meaning one’s prologue of self-independence with lots of free traveling, luxury with high salary, exciting lives with novelties, and reportedly approximately 10-15 off days each month. These benefits are publically known attractions other pink-collar jobs cannot provide, even though they are not always true and do not reflect the negative sides of the occupation. It is not surprising why many young girls are passionate for entering this career. For example, China Airlines, the largest international airlines company in Taiwan, had recruitment for flight attendants in 2004, and according to the official data on their website, 7600 fully dressed-up young girls aged 20-25 years old, at least 5’3” in height, speaking Mandarin as well as English or even more, and with at least an A.A. or B.A., were competing through a three-month long interview process for only 80 open positions. Those who were not lucky in the competition can take their chance in another prestigious Taiwanese-owned EVA Air which also has international routes, or several other companies recruiting for their domestic flights within Taiwan.  Several other major airlines from abroad, even though not many, also seek their potential Mandarin-speaking Taiwanese flight attendants but sometimes make them leave their hometown to move to another country for work; or they are based in Taipei which limit them to operate flights to/from Taiwan only. Today China Airlines, the largest airline in Taiwan, has more than 44 international passenger service routes so the flight attendants always have hectic monthly schedules to fill up all those aircrafts, flying to destinations all over the world. And possible off days they can have in Taiwan are approximately 7-10 days, much less than half-month as known. Because of its occupational characteristics, these off-duty days are different each month and are subject to change; therefore it is not always possible to reserve the time they want to be available for important occasions, such as a boyfriend’s birthday, a sister’s wedding, a classmate reunion, or getting together with family members in Chinese New Year. 
	Expected or unexpected time conflict is one of many difficult issues those lucky young ladies come across after acquiring the crown of the title flight attendant and realize their occupational lives are not always as they wish.  First of all they will receive serious training, from aircraft knowledge and service procedures to grooming regulations, manners and behaviors when in the uniform. After the trainees join the line of flying, they will learn other hidden knowledge at work that was never taught by their training manuals but by their senior colleagues. Juniors know they should always being respectful to seniors while they don’t know how mean senior colleagues can be, or how to distract an upset male purser by exercising feminine characteristics. Service techniques are polished and refined after practicing and performing with passengers on board. How to put on make-up, arrange a hair-style, control weight to ensure fitting into the personal-made uniform, or following the dress code when staying overnight in hotels or showing up at crew center in Taipei are other detailed instances of tacit knowledge lied in their sub-cultures. 
	Muted Voices of Flight Attendants

	While this occupation always attracts so much public attention, surprisingly, research on flight attendants has been relatively few and limited to certain disciplines. The keyword “flight attendant” could appear in studies related to air engineering, flight safety, tourism, business management and medical health (Boyd and Bain, 1998). In these studies even though flight attendants are seen to be the research objects, and the findings might be beneficial to people engaged in this occupation  (e.g., Chang 2006; Ren 2004), in-depth understanding of flight attendants’ experiences is not the aim. Research on flight attendants in social sciences is even more invisible after the classic work The Managed Heart: Commercialization of human feeling by Arlie Russel Hochschild in 1983.  As described earlier, the prevailing beauty myth is intertwined with this occupation in the Asian countries; young women attracted to this position may later perceive the distinctions between their imaginations and realities. Examining the experiences of Asian female flight attendants is more than essential. It will address the absence of the muted authentic voices of women engaged in the occupation. Understanding their interpretations, negotiations and practices betters our knowledge of gender and work, and it contributes to the dialogues currently dominated by cases in the western societies.  
	To practically conduct this research project, I narrowed my focus on Taiwanese female flight attendants working for China Airlines, which is not only the largest but also the first airline company in Taiwan. This justification was based on several reasons. First, with its 40 year history, it has built up a systematic, institutionalized process in terms of employers’ training and career development. Also, compared to other Taiwanese airline enterprises, the demographic characteristics of the current flight attendants (i.e., age, gender, and years of occupational experiences) could be more diverse, which could provide more detailed sketch of this occupation. The varieties of flight routes implicating different working conditions are more representative. Years of flight attendants’ working experiences do not simply refer to the period of time flight attendants work in this company but also it could include, if any, the time engaging in this occupation in other airline companies. China Airlines is known for its leading role among air service industries in Taiwan. In the flight attendants’ recruitment, newly-graduated or graduate-to-be is usually not one of the requirements, while the other major international airline, Eva Air, usually requires so. Because of these two reasons, many flight attendants working for other companies are also attracted to seek their chance to join China Airlines and could possibly realize their wishes. By recruiting respondents from this company I am able to come across people who used to work for other airlines. It served as a convenient way to collect flight attendants’ experiences in other companies as well, especially with concerns of my limited time in Taiwan to conduct interviews. This strategy later on proves to be successful even though I did not purposely trying to locate people who have worked as flight attendants in several companies. Last, the researcher’s personal resources and extensive contacts in China Airlines could contribute an important part in conducting this research smoothly. All together these reasons explain how focusing on China Airlines could help to meet the goal of understanding as many Taiwanese flight attendants’ life experiences as possible in this research.
	Questions to Be Understood

	As described earlier this research aims to understand how being a flight attendant influences women’s lives. I do not plan to conduct research that is similar to the existing ones, which usually regard flight attendants as no more than objects to carry on the study purposes. Stories of how women engaged in this gendered occupation have not been understood from a position of subjectivity. That is, I aim to explore women’s experiences of embodied gender work in the workplace, and under this premise how their working experiences are shaped, and how these valuable working experiences which cannot be acquired by anyone influence women’s lives. Eventually I aim to construct the subjectivity of this specific occupational group of females by letting them speak their own voices.  These initiatives serve as my research rationales. 
	As a previous flight attendant myself, my personal perceptions served as a basis in preparing my initial research questions. For instance, after physically leaving the occupational context and literally “cutting the connection” after my resignation, by looking back it inform myself how much I have changed and have been influenced by my previous occupation. While I could also recall my colleagues sharing similar experiences in different scenarios, the idea of sociological imagination urges me to question if what I have observed, perceived, and sensed, whether from my own or my colleagues’ opinions, belongs to our individual encounters on a personal basis or on certain hidden principles we might never think of recognizing their existences.  If the answer is the latter, what and how we could identify and explain ii sociologically turning the value of women’s voices. Based on this concept, I let my understandings and perceptions of female flight attendants’ experiences shaped these questions to be answered:
	 How does this occupation change, if any, women’s lives in any ways since they began to seek the opportunity to work with airline companies, and become more experienced through the years?
	 How do female flight attendants incorporate doing gender and emotional labor at their work, whether interacting with in-flight passengers or their colleagues?
	  How do the requirements of employment, training and regulation at work include the tacit knowledge that emphasizes femininity as its characteristic?
	  How is their gender conceptualization constructed by the society of female-dominated occupation?
	Role of the Researcher 

	As I have discussed above, I aim to make connections between women’s lives and sociological scholarship. My identity shaped this research at every stage of my project. This research was initiated in November 200 was more significant about the timing was, four months earlier, I was still working for China Airlines as one of their flight attendants. Seven years of working experiences provided me abundant information to conduct this research. My emotional bonding to this group of people closely connects me, as a researcher, to the women in the field, who used to be my colleagues and still treat me as one of them. Rapport between the researcher and the respondents could be easily built up, since I am not an outsider. In the meantime, my privilege as non-outsider was the background knowledge I have acquired and shared with people in the field, which might not always accessible to the outside researchers. My identity as a previous flight attendant myself, cannot, should not, and would not be removed from this research. Instead, it should be acknowledged to contribute to the uniqueness of this study.
	In the meantime, by acknowledging my identity, it is also admitted that this research was not initiated by a naïve outside researcher who happens to find this topic could be interesting. When I came to the U.S. for my advanced degree I had another research topic in mind, which was in fact inspired by some experiences I came across at work but has nothing to do with the occupation of flight attendants.  Yet after immersing myself into this discipline I started to realize the gap in the literature: even though flight attendant is seen as an elite occupation with many benefits, the voices of women who engaged in this occupation are absent. Even though my past working experiences serve as the fundamental basis of initiating the research, and also as described above contribute to the outcome to certain extent, I did jump to any conclusion before I (re)entered into the field as a researcher. Neither did I ever try to intentionally find any testimony to support the arguments, which actually did not exist before I began to analyze the data.  Indeed as every human being I also make judgments to the context I am in, which reflect my perspective as an insider. Meanwhile, as a researcher I keep my outsider role to my best by reserving my opinions to myself, or exposed to the extent that an insider should be able to empathy the situation but not changing the words my respondents want to express. I have tried my best to balance between the objective perspective a research should keep and the subjective position a previous flight attendant should take. What I insist to do was to let the voices to be spoken by the flight attendants themselves. The fact that I was also one of them sharing the same experiences did contribute the partial conclusion in the way I shape this research, the tone of my story-telling and the sense-making analysis process, but from the very first beginning I did not see my sole interpretation the conclusion itself.  In fact, by reevaluating my previous job through a sociological lens, I have learned a lot of dimensions from the overview an insider as I was in the past could hardly observe.
	Doing Ethnography

	To fulfill my goal as probing Taiwanese female flight attendants’ live experiences I apply an ethnographic research strategy in collecting qualitative data.  Research methodology includes interviews, participation observations and textual analysis. The timeline of the research was divided into two stages due to the researcher’s schedule in accessing the field. The first stage was mainly for conducting interviews between late December 2005 and the beginning of January in 2006. Data collections were more extensive and in-depth in the second stage for more time and energy of the researcher could be devoted to the field during the three months stay in Taiwan and on her way back to the United States, from late May to mid August in 2006.  At this stage participant observations and textual collections methods were also used in addition to conducting interviews. 
	The Interviews

	One-on-one personal interviewing was my main research methodical strategy. Instead of focus groups, which may be perfect to grasp a general idea of the opinions from my respondents and may raise new topics I never thought of , I decided to put aside this method for two reasons: first, considering the heterogeneous working schedule of my respondents, to hold a focus group that meets up with every participant’s schedule will be quite challenging, especially since my field research was conducted in the high seasons of travelling, which means my respondents are occupied with work even more. Second, In China Airlines, as many others in the Asian airline companies, flight attendants’ working cultures is hierarchical. Junior flight attendants must respect senior flight attendants’ opinions and most of the time juniors should follow seniors’ instructions. With this background members in the focus group may hesitate to express opinions that may be offensive to those who are senior or junior in the group, especially when they talk about incidents they have between colleagues due to the hierarchical workplace. In some cases however, more than one respondent was interviewed at one time because of their suggestions. The respondents’ relationships in these cases are usually good friends, which means the rapport and their friendships they have built up could override the hierarchy. And in these cases, it is always the respondent I meant to interview brought up the possibility to bring another flight attendant along. They see the interview as a chance for them to get together with their friends and become more like a social occasion. 
	Potential respondents were easier to be targeted from my previous-built relationships. In the first stage I began with interviewing flight attendants I still have contact with. Also a snow-ball sampling method was used to recruit potential respondents. With my privilege as an insider, I discovered one of the best ways was to present myself in the crew center to seek flight attendants and management personnel who are available to talk to me in their spare time, or they could multi-task during the interview.  For example, one respondent generously let me interviewed her “at her convenience”: after she was released from her duty as a flight attendant operating a Taipei-Hong Kong flight in the morning, she had one and half hour for herself to “stretch and relax a little bit, taking care of some bills at the bank, and socialize with other flight attendants also in the crew center” before the call from her role as a mother required her to “pick up my kid from school.” Also many flight attendants engage in talking to me “to kill time” or set up an appointment for formal interviews during their standby duties which requires them physically present themselves at the crew center for occasional flights that might need a substitute flight attendant to fill into the open duty due to another’s emergent sickness, being caught in the traffic or other various reasons.  Some interviews with the supervisors were done during their lunch break, or when they were dealing with some routines not requiring much attention when talking with me. 
	In the first stage 11 interviews were conducted and in the second one there were 21 interviews. In total 32 interviews were conducted, including 28 female flight attendants, 2 female pursers, and 1 male ground supervisor and 1 female ground supervisor. Their age ranged from 21 years old to approximately 50 years old. Because of the age limitation of the flight attendant’s recruitment, the different age cohorts also reflect their working experiences as a flight attendant, which also implies their position in the occupational hierarchy. Therefore for an age of 22 suggests a newly-joined crew member, the age of 30 implies an experienced crew member being in line for 8-9 years, and the age of 40 or more implies a managerial position as a purser or a ground supervisor. In total, 26 of my respondents fell into the age category between 21 to 32 years old, 2 are between 33 and 40, and the other 4 are above 40 years old. The original plan of interview was estimated within an hour length and notified the respondents so beforehand.  Yet very few of them did end up within an hour. In fact, most of them lasted two to three hours, which had provided abundant and resourceful qualitative data supporting this research. Responding to how my respondents regard the formal, academic-minded interviewing as more social occasion, two of my respondents spontaneously came back to me again after our first interview “to continue our chat” with another respondent “you may also want to talk to” they recruited for me. Considering the limited free time in Taiwan they could squeeze between their hectic schedules, their endeavor in helping my research, which I sincerely appreciate, should be acknowledged in the harmonious relationships between the researcher and the respondents, and reflected from the perspective of how they see themselves in this research dedicating to present their thoughts fairly. 
	An interview guideline was prepared before I began my first interview and I kept it at hand in every interview I conducted. At first, the initial few interviews I conducted always began with the ritual of asking my respondents to sign the consent form and briefing about them the questions later I plan to ask and record their answers. As more interviews had been conducted and I felt more and more familiar with managing the interview techniques, I gradually tended not to show my respondents this guideline during my briefing unless they request it, which most of time came out of curiosity (“what is that?”) rather than checking on for concerns. Later, especially at the second stage I found the interview guideline was unnecessary in many cases. It is because of the atmosphere would eventually become more like a “get-together-to-complain and gossip” occasion between colleagues and friends, rather than a formal interview between researcher and respondent, even though my running tape-recorder reminded such relationships for both of us. 
	Instead of using specific guideline in managing the interview structure, what I always described to my respondents about my intent when I kindly asked for an appointment of interview was
	I would like to listen to your thoughts upon our job, how you think of it, and how do you perceive yourself at work. And you could tell me whatever you want to tell me. 
	When looking back I see this self-revelation played as a magic sentence in terms of the interviews. For instance one respondent beginning to talk as soon as she saw me in the café we managed to meet, even before we stopped by the counter to order our drinks. She continued her, quoted herself, “overwhelming complaints” illustrated by one stories after another for the next following three hours. When she finally wanted to stop and be excused for the restroom, I read my interview guide and realized she had answered all my questions without me asking them, and had offered me her profoundly, insightful perceptions far beyond I asked for. This impressive case was not quite unique and similar scenarios repeated in my other interviews with flight attendants. It not only reflect to how my respondents see me as one of them whom they could trust, but also, on the other hand, implying how this occupational group shares common concerns, worries, emotional and physical experiences. As I clearly indentify my intent is to know better on other flight attendants’ thoughts on our jobs, my respondents, therefore, respond to what I said with the assumptions I could completely understand them well and I am mostly likely to agree with the “overwhelming complaints” I probably also have myself, and I am interested in listening to that, which share by all people engaging in this occupation. It also indicates the findings of this research could highly represent their experiences. 
	The analysis strategy is roughly based on the Charmaz’s (2006) version of grounded theory methods. I analyzed interviews conducted in the first stage of the research and grouped several important themes. In the second stage of the research more themes were identified and confirmed as findings. To my best knowledge and ability all the data had been interpreted within the context, which is what I see as one major spirit of Charmaz’s version of grounded theory.. Even though it is time and energy consuming in transcribing interviews that lasted two to three hours on average, I insisted on doing everything myself. My respondents trusted me and shared many sensitive details in their lives, and such trust should not be only considered as some first-hand data; I would not want to reveal their trust to the third party without first dealing with the individual privacy properly.  Second, because we share background knowledge as flight attendants, the content of the interview always included many professional jargons that could create confusions later in my analysis if the person who did the transcriptions failed to follow the dialogues. And to do it in the most efficient and practical way, at this point I only transcribe and analyze the parts that directly related to the findings presented in this thesis. 
	Participation Observation

	Besides the extensive interviews, numerous participation observations were conducted in diverse work-related contexts, including the crew center where flight attendants report to work, international flights from Tokyo (in June, 2006), Bangkok (in July, 2006) and Los Angeles (in August, 2006) to and from Taipei. Also with their invitations, I joined flight attendants’ off-duty social activities during their layovers in Bangkok and Los Angeles and generously treated as one of the group members. 
	My advantage as an insider made this research stand out for being able to observe the interactions happening in the places an outsider might find difficulties to be exposed to. Comparing to the context of one-on-one interviews, my advantage as an insider especially stand out. Without any research material such as interview guidelines or tape-recorder in presence, my position in the field doing participation observation is often mantled even though I did not purposely do so. My “differences” sometimes never revealed themselves until the encounters at the moment like this, if it ever occurred: 
	“Which flight you’re on duty now?” 
	“No, I am not on duty…I stayed with Yi (my friend) now.” 
	“Are you on annual leave? Was it easy to get on a seat for standby ticket? The flight is quite full isn’t it? How long will you stay here?” 
	“Actually I not flight attendant any more…this is my last few discounted ticket…”
	                          – excerpted from my fieldnotes during the layover in Bangkok. This conversation was at the breakfast buffet of the hotel                                                    
	“What’s your room number?” 
	“Oh, I am staying at my friend’s place.”
	Another flight attendant explained for me I have left CAL for graduate school and will go back to Florida tomorrow. Later another flight attendant arrived. She recalled I once told her I planned to resign, happily found I did do so. She kindly proposed this offer,
	“Do you have a place to stay? You could stay with us in crew hotel tonight. They have free shuttle to the airport. When is your flight?”
	– excerpted from my fieldnotes during my visit to the hotel crew members stay in Los Angeles
	It is clear that my credibility in the field was seldom challenged unless I purposely “redefined” my role. Another good example happened in December 2005 during my field research in Taiwan.  I went back to visit the crew center for my previous colleagues and acquaintances in management division, the guard at the entrance gate of crew center never thought to check if I have appropriate identification before he let me enter. He was surprised when I told him I am a visitor, and after he understood I was a “former” flight attendant I could obviously observe a “no wonder” look on his face. Later when I rethink of this triviality, I notice that I did dress myself unconsciously following the past standards I presented at crew center: neat look, high-heeled shoes, in certain fashionable style, with light make-up and a nice handbag. If I visit the crew center with my student look, would the guard still let me enter the controlled area without any hesitation? To enter the crew center, a person without appropriate identification card every employee should have will be asked to apply for a temporary admittance, therefore as a non-employee being permitted to enter the controlled area without questioning. This again illustrated the researcher’s position in the field.
	Textual Analysis

	I see looking into the general public’s opinion on this occupation as well as the airline advertisements and publications could provide us understandings of the expectations and imagery of this occupation projects, or, to be more specifically, how women engaged in this occupation being expected to perform in order to meet up with the anticipation, resulting how they are required to do at work. In this logic, to my best I collected the material related to flight attendants, including articles from newspapers, magazines, books, advertisements from airlines companies’ websites, flyers from some private schools selling their services to prepare young women for successfully passing the job interviews and becoming flight attendants. 
	In addition, I made all means to collect any other forms of materials written or created by flight attendants themselves, including their articles posted on their blogs, photo albums and their message boards. I also screened several on-line discussion forums on flight attendants I had been involved and active in since I still engaged in this occupation. The texts I have acquired as an enthusiastic but silent reader like others, however, was not used to be analyzed for my findings but was pondered constantly to shape my ideas, thoughts, and self-debating in my process of conducting this research. In the meantime, I did not take advantage of the anonymity on the internet to purposely evoke discussions on flight attendants. All these forums had been established and existed for a few years. The only dialogues I would identify being initiated myself are the articles I had been writing in my native language on my personal blog about my own memories of being a flight attendant. As it will be discussed later in the chapter on reflectivity, it is quite interesting to observe how people see me sharing these personal, vivid experiences at work. 
	Entering/Re-entering the Field

	As soon as I observed the gap in the current academic discussions on this female-dominated occupation in Asian context, I immediately made up my mind to devote my time and energy to this occupational community I once belonged to, and still regarded myself, and being regard by them, as one of the members still. Yet it is essential to distinguish my emotional connection toward this group of people as an insider from my outsider role as a researcher. Even though at this moment I could present my findings and arguments from an omniscient stance, at that moment when I decide to enter, or to be more precisely, to re-enter the field I am familiar with, definitely there was worries and concerns of uncertainty in my mind. It is because I am so familiar with the field, I understand it requires me even much more carefulness and prudence to examine my findings for fear that I might overlook the details I take for granted, or I might jump to the conclusion based on my personal judgment rather the common recognitions from the collective experiences of flight attendants. I believe I have done my best to fulfill this task and present flight attendants’ experiences in their own voices. 
	CHAPTER 2
	FRAMEWORKS AND THE STANCE IN THE LITERATURE
	“Why don’t you just give us surveys as others did?” 
	“Yeah, we could just fill in the numbers for you.”              
	–  Drawn from my fieldnote
	These quotes are the comments made by two flight attendants after learning my plan was to conduct interviews instead of giving out surveys “as others”. Their tone and intonation were obviously not challenging my research methods, but, as they explain themselves by their following remarks, “It will be easier for you to do your work and we could distribute surveys for you”, a considerate proposal to their former colleague. Their comments remained as an unimpressive anecdote in my fieldnotes yet came back and haunted me ever since I finished my ethnographic field work in Taiwan and began probing in previous literatures related to gender, female-dominated occupation as well as studies on flight attendants. And I am going to discuss my theoretical framework as well as the existed empirical studies in this chapter and later explain the reasons why I see their comments emphasize the significance of my research. 
	Theoretical Framework

	The ideas of gender roles, doing gender, power to manipulate and discipline human bodies as well as emotional labor serve as the theoretical basis of this research.
	Expectations of Gender Roles and Occupation

	Gender refers to “the set of arrangements by which a society transforms biological sexuality into products of human activity, and in which these transformed needs are satisfied.” (Reiter 1975) Gender role is defined to be a set of behavioral norms and social expectations associated with males or females. Parsons and Bales (1955) proposed the theory to distinct the difference roles men and women play in family. The masculine role is more “task” or “instrumental” and the feminine roles defined to be more “expressive” and “socio-emotional” In this theory, the woman are believe to be more capable in the expressive, emotional activities such as fulfilling the internal functions and strengthen the ties within the family Men, on the contrary, performed the “external” of the family such as providing financial support. Following this tradition, the expected gender roles divide women and men into different categories: women have been expected to seek personal development by caring for others, while men care for others by sharing the rewards of their independent work achievements. (Gerson 2002) Also the socially assumptions on successful female role model of housekeeping in contrast of male’s roles as bread-winners can be observed in different cultures backgrounds. (e.g., Beoku-Betts 1995; Steil 1997)
	Gender roles could also been strengthened and emphasized in media. For example the content in advertisements for household goods emphasizes domestic labor is females’ responsibilities and “promotion of an ideology about housework that reinforced women's dedication to it”. (Fox 1990)  In addition to performing housekeeping duties, other characteristics of female’s expressive and emotional role such as being care-givers for children or for the elders According to Aronson (1992) such ideology was constructed by the society expectation, female regard care works as their responsibilities or “no one else will do it”. 
	The discussions on the expected female’s gender role not only limit within how it is practiced within the institution as family. It also leads the dialogues to address other societal dimensions, such as occupations. Kapp Howe (1977) discussed the female-dominated, so-called pink-collar jobs and her examples include waitress, hairdresser, florist, nurses, secretary, receptionist, tutor, babysitter, maid, nanny, cosmetologist, editor and pianist.  These jobs are examples of projecting these expectations on females which responding to the discussions on female gender role. Also, these jobs are assumed to be non-skilled required. It might also imply the lower income and less care opportunity for women because they are not assumed to support the family as men do. 
	 In all, gender roles are expected not only to be fulfilled in the family lives, but also in the workplace. Female are assumed to be prudent, patient, caring and kind. In this sense, certain types of occupations are assumed to be more appropriate for females as the pink collars job examples. 
	Doing Gender

	West and Zimmerman (1987) conceptualized the idea of doing gender. Distinguished from biological ascription as sex; gender is an achievement constructed through psychological, cultural, and social means, and is not like a specific context with names so that whoever put into that context will be called by that. “Being a gendered person in society” involves in the interaction works within different social situations. West and Zimmerman continue with the resources for doing gender. The differences between genders are identified and created; other social or cultural frameworks help to constructed the difference and jointly make the differences stand out, in other words these frameworks are encouraging and appropriating the performance people devote to display.  Also the images of muscular (i.e., brave, aggressive, strength) and the feminine traits (i.e., timid, tender, weakness) are emphasized as the standards, and if people are expect to have the traits according to their sex as the natural characteristics; if people don’t have these traits, or people are not sure if they have they must “do gender” to meet the standard. As a circle the “doing gender” will be internalized and reinforced in the socialization. West and Zimmerman then refer to the two sex categories. In a world of dualism people assume there are (only) two sexes therefore people produce the behaviors responding to the sex categories we fall into and in the mean time people expect others also do so. However sex categorization is different from the accomplishment of gender: one may fail to convey the images of femininity others expect (accomplishment of gender) but we will not say it is not female and exclude this person out of the sex categorization. In this sense, gender is an action people produce and express themselves in the social setting while sex is biological identity people own. 
	Following the discussion, gender expressions at work require accountability and people who fail to fit the image by performing gender accordingly will find their professional ability are questioned and challenged. (Rees and Garnsey 2003; Forseth 2005) Hall’s studies on service industry workers, waiter and waitresses (1993) discuss on how work organizations construct gender relations by allocate men and women to different positions and evaluate their job performances by how well gender is done. At this point, our understandings of the intersections between gender and occupation have advance from how the expected, ascribed gender roles being related to the occupational categories, to how workers take initiative in performing gender to credit their qualifications.
	Disciplined Body

	In his book Discipline and Punish: the birth of the prison in 1975, Foucault presented his idea on the power over human bodies. He saw in the military the techniques to manipulate bodies reflect man is viewed as a machine. Similar conception could also be examined in prisons, schools, and hospitals. 
	According to Foucault the manipulation over human “was to be uninterrupted, constant, and detailed” and it finally leads to the keyword, discipline. He then developed the arguments on different, detailed techniques passing from one institution to another eventually together made up a new “micro physics” of power over individual bodies, “which then spread throughout the social body itself, including the punishment system.”  
	Discipline requires confinement to the certain “disciplinary space” to accommodate the people, such as brooding schools and factories. Individuals within become machines and yield themselves to the ultimate power over their bodies.
	Emotional Labor

	Sociologist Arlie Russel Hochschild first defined the term emotional labor in her book The Managed Heart—commercialization of human feeling (1983). Based on her studies on flight attendants working for Delta Airlines in 1980, her definition of emotional labor is “"management of feeling to create a publicity observable facial and bodily display. It involves people engage in the service occupation endeavor to manage their emotions so they are consistent with the display rules on what kind of emotions are allowed to express at work, regardless of their internal feelings. 
	According to Hochschild, jobs involving emotional labor are defined as those require face-to-face or voice-to-voice contact with the public; the workers need to produce an emotional state in another person; and last allow the employees to exercise a degree of control over their emotional activities. The process of modifying one's own emotions and expressions is called emotion regulation. In emotion regulations, individuals need to modify initial feelings by changing the situation or the cognitions of the situation, or modify their behaviors by suppressing, faking or amplifying an emotional response. This acting process could made individuals successfully accomplish the occupational requirements, make them experience the positive effects such as increasing sense of personal accomplishment; however, it could  also contribute to the negative experiences such as the stress, emotional exhaustion, depression, and a sense of inauthenticity. 
	Williams’ work in 2003 is an example of the post-Hochschild discussions on emotional labor. It collected both qualitative and quantitative data from Australian flight attendants. She indicates that emotional labor “is both pleasurable and difficult at different times for the same individual.” On the other hand, she introduced the gender perspective by linking emotional labor with sexual harassment and passenger abuse, and found it is as an impacting factor on emotional health. 
	Empirical Researches Review

	Reviewing the history of flight attendant helps us to understand how the occupation has been a female-dominated job. Nielsen (1982) recorded the history of flight attendants in the United States. Boeing Air Transport, which is the United Airline’s predecessor, firstly employed women as cabin service in 1930. They were called “hostess” and “stewardess,” which implying the occupation require females engaging in food-service as waitresses do in the restaurant. Employer policy soon prescribed that the stewardess had to be not only young but also slim attractive, white and these component are important for airline marketing and public relations.  These employment standards can be regarded as the roots of the beauty myth coming along with this occupation. 
	The majority of the latest researches on this occupation in the post-Hochschild era, responding to what has been pointed out earlier, treated flight attendants either as ornaments carrying the study purposes or as quantitative data, in my colleague’s word “numbers” (e.g., Haise and Rucker’s work on the uniform and company image in 2003; or studies from tourism and  nursing care by Chang (2006) and Ren (2004).  At this point flight attendants put into the discussions are on western women’s experiences. For instance Whitelegg’s work, as latest as in 2005, addressing women’s experiences in the required mobility due to the occupation characteristics is based on American flight attendants based in Atlanta. 
	  Women engaging this occupation in an Asian society is absent from the mainstream dialogues. Therefore it is exciting to be able to locate several pieces on flight attendants in an Asia context which incorporate with gender perspective. Tyler and Pamela (1998) studied on the weight watching behaviors among Indian flight attendants.  Yang (2004) concluded male flight attendants could experience identity struggles in this female-dominated career based on the very limited resources he could acquire for his research. Hsu’s thesis for her degree in Journalism in 1996, titled “Well-dressed Cinderella --Female flight attendant at the workplace” has been most cited work in studying Taiwanese flight attendant in all social science disciplines. It might not be because her study was extensive and acknowledged, but because her work has been the only published academic study on this occupation, which always attracts so much attention in Taiwan.  Hsu’s work focused on how women’s beauty and bodies emphasized in the media to project the company images. Also she discussed how sex harassments in the workplace intertwined with such beauty myth.    
	Gap of the Literatures

	When put into previous literature into consideration, I would like to address the perspective of intersection between gender and work by bring into perspectives illustrated in Asian women’s own voices. And this explains the reasons why I would not “give them (us) surveys” and make my work “easier”. Women’s experiences needed to be understood beyond the numbers. By understanding women’s experiences in this unique female-dominated occupational context, the significant contribution of my study is to address the gap in the literature.
	The aim to conduct this qualitative research was not to dispute if the image of flight attendants should or should not be projected in the way as Hsu also described. Instead, I would like to understand on the individual level, how these working experiences shape, influence or change their lives, whether women in this occupation have perceived they might be manipulated by the invisible power.  In the next chapter I would like to discuss how flight attendants perceive themselves when they are in their disciplined space, that is, workplace. 
	CHAPTER 3
	CONSTRUCTED FEMININITY THROUGH THE DISCIPLINED BODIES
	During the 47th anniversary birthday party, a veteran flight attendant leading another 21 cabin crew wore traditional uniforms from different time periods, to display the company’s rich history...This marks CAL’ s first uniform change in 11 years…
	…For a long time, China Airlines used the traditional cheongsam as its uniform, because the cheongsam reflects a special Oriental aesthetic for women’s wear. However, to fit modern requirements, the new uniform combines beauty, fitness and convenience, and a more ergonomic cut was adopted to emphasize both function and spirit. Inspired by CAL’ s corporate logo (a plum flower)  the new uniforms come in three colors, including velvety purple and plum blossom for cabin chiefs and supervisors, and purple gray and plum blossom for flight attendants and ground staff.
	 – “China Airlines Celebrates 47th Anniversary” 
	media news announcement English version, 
	released at December 4, 2006, Taipei 
	The most important reason to have flight attendants on board is for the flight safety rather for meal service as people may assume.  Flight attendants are trained to equip themselves with abundant and extensive knowledge of the aircraft, and to handle the emergency situations independently, including evacuating passengers in the worst scenarios. Yet besides being knowledgeable to these essential as a qualified cabin crewmember, Asian flight attendants are also anticipated to meet additional standards and fulfill extra responsibilities.  As reported in the news, flight attendants embodied the impression the airline company aim to make. In this chapter I explore how women’s experiences the constructions of femininity through their bodies. 
	Qualification of Work

	Most airline companies have indicated physical features requirements in the recruitments of flight attendants, the fact of which often regarded as the “common sense” people who are interested in application should be aware of. The recruitment is a long process, which may last two to three months. Even though the details might differs for each airlines, recruitment activities for flight attendants in Taiwan usually involve at least two face to face interviews, English ability tests, an aptitude test and finally a physical check-up on health condition. In the first face-to-face interview, all applicants will be carefully scrutinized if the height meets the standards before they could proceed further in this process. For female applicants the height restriction is to be above 160 centimeter (approximately 5 feet 3 inches); and for males 170 centimeter (approximately 5 feet 7 inches) is the minimum. Many of the respondents recall their first job interview experiences in similar tone. After entering into the huge auditorium (later known to be the crew training center) and successfully passing the scrutiny of height, they then proceeded to a long line waiting for interview with many other young females who were also fully dressed up and endeavored to be looked like a “real” flight attendant. The atmosphere in the auditorium was tense and everyone seemed to be nervous, yet as soon as entering into this auditorium people automatically see themselves should behave elegantly, speak softly, and interact with others with careful manners. 
	As described above in this very first confrontation with the occupational culture, the stressful job interview had turned the space into a context that incorporated no candidate failing to meet the physical feature requirement such as height, or failing to behave properly under such stress. Lin, a 30-year-old female flight attendant with 7 years long working years told me her girl friend’s story. 
	The first thing they did was to measure the height. I knew I’m fine (with 168cm) but my girl friend who is 159 cm knew she might be in trouble. We talked about it and she already had mental preparation she would fail…the flight attendant  told her she is not qualified because she is 1 centimeter less than the requirement. My girl friend begged her to let her enter the center, “at least give me a chance” …the flight attendant told her she had come across so many others similar to her case. Her supervisors had required her to stick to the rule and “there should be no exception!”  My girlfriend cried OUT LOUD at once even though she knew it is most likely to happen in the very first place. It was shameful because everyone was looking.
	When I asked Lin to talk to me about the interview she was in 7 years ago she said she has forgotten everything and only “my girlfriend’s tears are the only thing I can still remember vividly.” Later in the interview when we talked about the difficult passengers on board and her gradually lost of patience, her girl friend occurred to her mind again so she commented: 
	Well if it is my girlfriend that I told you earlier with 159 cm coming across this I bet she would be much more qualified to be a flight attendant compared to me. (I: Why?) Because she is such a tender person and she always speaks softly. But sadly she is too short after all.
	Another younger flight attendant told me her experience two years ago: 
	Someone said in the on-line discussion forum about how she successfully passed the height screening process by putting sanitary napkin in her panty hose under her heels so that she could become higher even without the shoes!
	But I believe they (the company) already know about how applicants might cheat. I noticed that they look especially close to those who are about the minimum height and make sure they don’t hide anything under their heels. It would be shameful if got caught.
	According to their authorities, height restriction is important in order to make sure flight attendants could easily reach out their hands to close the overhead bin or help passengers with their luggage. Yet from my personal experience, which is also confirmed in the dialogues with other colleagues’ experiences, even though I did pass the feature screening with my 5 feet 4 inches in height, and could be even taller with my high heeled shoes, I could still experience difficulties in closing the heavy, full-loaded overhead bins in my tight uniform. Sometimes I would rather take off my shoes to stand on the passenger’s seat to reach for the bin easier and more gracefully. Or if I am lucky enough I might borrow a hand from my male colleagues or some kind male passengers. And this brings into another interesting point: if the height restriction is really as important as the emphasis, regardless of the fact it might not help that much in the cabin working environment, why there would be differences between the minimum standard between male and female?  Couldn’t men be “shorter” than required since that still meet the standard or women would be asked to be taller?  This implies how airline companies filter the candidates with certain type of body features they prefer to see their flight attendants have, in such a disguised mechanism and as shown earlier candidates would make effort to change their bodies accordingly. The qualified body is the first thing to be confirmed.
	While height may not easily be changed, candidates (and later might become a trainee flight attendant) could attempt to make their appearances like “a real flight attendant.” Airline companies often request the applicants’ attires in the interviews. For example, the recruitment announcement on China Airlines’ official website clearly indicated:
	Female: must wear short-sleeves shirts, skirt to the length to the knees. 
	Long hair must be made into a bun.  
	In this attire code the candidates are meant to be checked if their figures and appearances could project the glamorous and elegant images flight attendants should have. Besides, being able to carefully follow such attire instruction implicates the obedient characteristic. A flight attendant recalled an incident happened in her first interview. One of the interviewees in the same round with her wore a three-quarter-sleeves shirt and let her long hair down. As soon as they entered into the room, a female interviewer (who later known to be a purser) frown her face and challenged this girl’s crankiness immediately.
	She asked, why do you let your hair down? Didn’t you know there is an attire request? Didn’t we ask you guys to wear short-sleeves? She was irritated by this person’s indifferent attitude. She (the candidate) dared not apologize for her mistakes at all.
	She (the interviewer) said “if next time you were able to have another chance to come to our job interview again, remember the difference between short sleeves and three-quarter sleeves!
	While every female come to the recruitment with the hope to get admitted and dress themselves as “correct” as possible, this candidate who chose to express her characteristic by dressing in the way she like undoubtedly be seen as unqualified. 
	In most cases, on the contrary, candidates usually carefully consider how they should dress and present themselves in the interviews. A flyer from a private school soliciting how their services could help students to pass the job interviews demonstrates how a young woman makes effort, with the mindset of working in the airline she aims to join, to shape and change their appearances accordingly: 
	In our Pose and Etiquette class you will learn how to stand, sit, walk, couched down to pick up some stuff on the ground gracefully in the job interview.
	Before the interview you will be instructed by our professional beauticians and hairdressers for your individualized make-up and hair style in the interviews. You will learn different techniques for grooming for the interviews with different airline companies. 
	For China Airlines you could wear a purple shirt to reflect their uniform color. For Eva air you would better look like a obedient daughter-in-law. For Cathay Pacific, you should wear makeup to the extent that you look independent and tough. For Singapore Airlines present yourself as a mature, feminine woman.
	Before becoming flight attendants these young women already attempt to carry the company images with their bodies enthusiastically. After they are admitted to be a member, their qualifications are even more repeatedly and diligently confirmed. 
	How Do I Look?

	Women engaging this occupations are expected to project the images of elegance and decent when at work. To begin with, we look into China Airlines’ grooming regulations which served as a sketch of image airlines anticipates from their flight attendants: 
	Make-up: 
	1. Foundation: close to your original skin color with no glitters. 
	2. Eye Make-Up: the color of eye shadow, eyeliner, mascara must be conservative. No sparkling glitters. No fake eyelashes. 
	3. Cheek color: should be neutral color. 
	4. Lipsticks and Nail polish color: appropriate and conservative color. Nail polish color such as black, green, blue is prohibited
	Hairstyle: the length of short hair cannot exceed the end of the collar or it must be made into a bun. Hair accessories can only come into black or blue color and cannot be larger than 12 cm  in length. Bang cannot be longer than the stance of the eyebrows…
	hair spray must be used…cannot be too curly…can only be dyed into natural color. No fashionable hair style and must look elegant.
	Accessories: 
	1. Earrings: only single white pearl eardrops are allowed to be worn and must be attached to the earlobe. The size of the pearl cannot be larger than 0.8 cm.
	2. Rings: at most one could be worn on each hand
	3. Bracelets: only come in gold or silver color and less than 0.3 cm in width. 
	4. Watch: feminine style rather sports, cartoon or leisure style watch. 
	The detailed grooming regulations focus especially on the color of the make-up and the size of the accessories. Keywords such as neutral, conservative, appropriate, or feminine imply the grooming regulations are turning women into a uniformed look; a look that has no personal characteristics but a look of feminine fashion. Heavy make-up is required at work but the color and style to be used are not allowed to be fashionable. The message of this grooming regulation suggests flight attendants should present themselves to in conservative, elegant and obedient manners which imply a prudent lady, a gentle hostess or a considerate housewife rather some negative associations opposite to these roles. 
	These grooming regulations depersonalized women in the occupations as they are not expected to present their personal style at work but to reproduce certain projection. Respondents who used to work in EVA Airway also confirmed with similar experiences, as one of them claimed:
	We could only wear green or orange color of eye shadow at work with red lipstick which matches the color of EVA. Come on! Not everyone looks nice as in traffic lights or Christmas trees!
	In the training, all flight-attendant-to-be begin to learn to follow the grooming rules, the “standard look” at work. 
	(To me: don’t you remember?) Red is red, blue is blue (referring to the make-up color) Then you’re safe for the appearance check. Everybody knows.
	Standard look refers to applying heavy make-up with heavy and conservation colors which are cohesive with the color of uniform. And together it could best emphasize their femininity. 
	What matters is never the make-up techniques or the color one prefers to use, but if one is willing to make-up and look “feminine,” And by performing such make-up process they again prove the commitment to merging into the occupational cultures and to become an “authentic” flight attendant as soon as they remove the label as “trainee.”  Every new flight attendant gradually realize how this is the point of the process of “putting up heavy make-up and look the same as others”: 
	 “(Talking about her time as a trainee) I was very clumsy and made a big mistake…but purser said even though he was angry he forgave me, because at least I wear perfect make-up showing that I do respect my job.” 
	And this learning process, I argue, is to enforce these trainees to learn how to be feminine, in other words, to do gender to be qualified at work. And their efforts are always examined:
	“Instructors said as a trainee, the best way to wear make-up is to follow the rule because you are always observed closely (I asked: by whom?) Who? Everyone! In ground training school instructors check you. When in the cabin pursers specifically check your performance. And of course other crewmembers check on you too.” 
	This argument could be testified by the fact that so-called “standard” look might not still be practiced by a more experienced flight attendant. For a more experienced one, first she might already found herself given more space and flexibility in proving her commitment and accountabilities at work; second, she could now be “feminine” enough to be excused from such self-accounting process, as this quote implies:
	 It is very easy to tell who the new-comers are: by the way they put on make-up.
	Nevertheless when at work, formal employment as a flight attendant does not excuse women from displaying gender and their appearances are still under supervision.  Yo, aged 28 with 5-year working experiences told me a negotiation encountered when she accidentally had a small but a noticeable wound in her left side cheek. Besides this accident she is in good shape and is ready to work. However putting make-up on her wound is unreasonable. She wonders if she could leave that area uncovered by any cosmetic product. For fear that being reported by purser for not “fully make-up” she decided to drop by the management office to explain the situation in advance:
	I asked if it is okay to go to work with this situation. She (the manager) stared at me coldly without saying a word. I again explained I don’t want to ask sick leave because I am fine. All I want to know is if I could put on make-up as usual, eye color, lips, foundation everything… but skip this area, would this be okay. If a purser wrote a report of me about this, or even if a passenger wrote a complaint letter to comment on me, things like that, would the management office see I already explained in advance and acquired approval. She still didn’t answer my question directly, but with comment “you know everyone must wear make-up at work. If you don’t want to then ask sick leave” But I don’t want to ask sick leave! I want to switch flights next month! And I am not saying I am not putting on make-up. I would still put on make up only not this area. I kept telling her my point and she again and again repeated if I want to go to work then complete make-up is needed or I’ll be responsible for myself. The other choice is sick leave which I don’t want to… 
	Yo was very upset for their dialogues kept as an endless loop for ten minutes. She was most upset about her managers’ attitude:
	You see, I already had concerns if it (her wound) would leave me scar later on.  And it is not complete recovered yet. If I put on foundation or powder on it wouldn’t it be worse? She is a woman herself how could she being so not understanding? If it were she had this on her face would she put on any cosmetic stuff on that? 
	         And she asked me to apply for sick leave for recovery. It is easy for her to say. Sick leave means I cannot switch my flight schedules with others in the next two months and my salary will also be deducted. Why do I have to ask sick leave why I am so energetic and ready to work? Simply because of my perfect appearance is?  Would I work less hard than others because of this wound?  Would I smile less? Would I refuse to serve my passengers water because of part of my face is not covered by foundation? Would I? Would I? Would you? Would you? 
	Even though this incident had happened quite a while before our conservation, Yo still has anger to the incident which deeply impressed me. Yo’s anger comes from her confrontations with her supervisor, who should be able to empathy and understand her concerns as a women herself. Yet she got this frustrating response implying she cannot be qualified to do her job. 
	This reminds me what I witnessed before. A senior colleague I had worked with had a quite large dark birth mark on her arm. She was a very cheerful person and very enthusiastic and responsible as a flight attendant. Yet the purser of that flight was not happy about her birth mark. He first rudely asked how she “survived” the interview without being noticed of it, implying she shouldn’t be here: “If I were the interviewer I wouldn’t let you in.” He later even commented if she ever thinks of getting rid of it by laser to “lower the possibilities of cancer”. And because it was a flight layover abroad, he finally requested her in the returning flight the next day to “put on foundation to cover it so that it won’t scare the passengers.” I remember the senior colleague was about to cry but chose to be silent.       
	Women’s bodies need to look perfect at work as showing their “respect to the occupation.” Besides of the regulations to follow, their physical appearances also need to be perfect. If not in perfect appearance discriminations described as above may occur. In my interviews I was very careful in asking my respondents who I think might come across such skin problems for fear that I may hurt their self-respect, or they might be defensive, as if I am also suspiciously challenge their credibility. I seldom lead to conversation flow to skin problem purposely unless we talk about it through the way. Moon was one of my best friends while working in China Airlines. She had pimples’ problem for quite a while. She was interviewed with an ex-flight attendant Chun, who is very close to her and three of us had built certain rapport together from our past trip to Hong Kong for leisure. Moon brought the skin problem up herself when we talked about and the atmosphere in the interview and it was more like a friendly chatting. Moon told me her countless uncomfortable experiences when interacting with other flight attendants, especially with those who had brilliant beautiful skin.
	I feel ashamed you know. Especially with those who have wonderful flawless skin. Watching them makes me even wonder how I get myself here. Those are the real flight attendants and I am not. Sometimes when passengers watch at me longer than they should I’ll begin to be shy and think they must be thinking, how she being a flight attendant with so many pimples on her face? You know I’ve been so sad for a long long time. I have spent a lot of money on skin products to improve my skin. (Chun and I tried to persuade her to think the bright side and her skin problem is getting better, which is true) But it is still not as good as others. 
	Later when Moon was on the phone Chun told me once they flew together, a senior flight attendant mocked Moon to her face: “Oh my god! What did you do with yourself with so many pimples? You should stay at home instead of scaring the passengers in flight! ” 
	These experiences above illustrate when at work if a woman’s femininity is not flawless she could be questioned by passengers, colleges and (even female) supervisors.  
	In Her Uniform

	Another important that contributes to the flight attendants’ image is the uniform. Uniform is regarded as the identity of flight attendants and is seen to express the image of the company. A flight attendant in the uniforms walking in the airports all over the world is the best live advertisement for airlines. Airline companies make use of this as a chance to project their company images. For this part, flight attendants are aware of how and what the uniform, cheongsam, represents; how it attracts people’s attention and curiosity, sometimes from flight attendants in other airlines:
	In Amsterdam airport...two women asked, your uniform is so beautiful! Where are you from? And we proudly answered: we are China Airlines from Taiwan!
	Once when we were waiting for the aircraft (arriving) in Abu Dhabi…and I was shopping in the duty free, a flight attendant working for, I don’t know, some airline from middle-east I guess approached to ask if she could take picture with me because she thinks our uniform is beautiful…
	Like the grooming regulations, the dress of uniform also has certain regulation to be followed. The high-heeled shoes distributed by the company are not very comfortable to wear. Many flight attendants therefore would rather buy some similar shoes that better fit themselves. Yet some supervisors do not appreciate this idea for “it is then not uniformed”. Some passengers even write to report this “confusing situation”: why that stewardess’ shoes are different from the others?”  But male flight attendants do not have similar problem because they were given any shoes or socks as part of their uniform. So they could be to buy what they want to wear to work according to their preferences. Another issue is the pantyhose flight attendants wear at work. The brand flight attendants often buy and wear are with high den, which is designed for women in the occupations that stand very long, such as nurse, surgeons, school teachers and of course flight attendants. When I began my first interview there happened to be a new regulation just announced: the color of the pantyhose should not be light skin-color alike and instead of dark skin color. One of my respondents expressed her opinions:
	It is non-sense. Okay, if they are not happy about our pantyhose then give us the one we should wear. We pay by our own money then why we cannot buy what we want to wear? Why they need to care such trivial thing? 
	It is one of the proofs how women’s bodies are monitored and disciplined at work by their uniformed appearance. Cheongsam, the style of their uniform, was made to fit someone’s body perfectly. Flight attendants’ figures were measured to made their own cheongsam at the beginning of the career, and are expected to wear the same size in the following years because there will be no re-measurement every year when new uniforms are given. That is to say even thought there is no written rule to ask flight attendants to keep an eye on not gaining weight, there is silent monitor on woman’s body everyday in life through this made-to-fit uniform mechanism. A flight attendant shares her experience which represents the problem many flight attendants also face:
	When I raise my hands up to close the overhead bin my dress will also goes up.  Normally, when I put down my hands my dress will return to its original status. Yet if I gain any weight, when I raise my hands and put them down, my dress will not come down but will be stuck itself to my thighs area! No one tells to lose weight, but your will know because your uniform tells you!
	Many other respondents have also shared similar experiences of the confinement in wearing uniform. The cheongsam has two splits on both sides, so if a woman in the uniform not acting carefully, it is easy to expose her body (upper thighs) to the extent of embarrassing herself. This was one of the reason I myself would rather step on a passenger’s seat to close the overhead bin and of course I was not the only one who would do so. While running or walking too fast is not allowed except emergency; it is not easy in the first place to run with tight uniform. 
	Besides not running in the cabin, other aspects of women’s behaviors when in the uniforms are supervised as well. Trainees are told to practice how to grin with the exact seven teeth being revealed, which is seen to be most sincere and ladylike, in front of the mirrors again and again.  Another flight attendant told me her friend in Singapore Airlines was taught what kind of bras they should wear to make sure their breasts are in fuller figure.  Another flight attendant who used to work in Eva Air explained how the uniform implies the flight attendants’ status in hierarchy. Flight attendants’ uniform in Eva Air is in suit style. And there are different patterns on the sleeves according to their seniority. That is to say, one’s position could be simply identified by their uniform at a glance. For more senior crew they tend to make their hair fuller and the bun in a higher position on the back head to create a certain noble look to match their uniform, which differentiate themselves from the juniors. “There is no spoken rule,” she said, “but you just knew there are certain hairstyles and certain make-up you wouldn’t do unless you are the senior crew.”
	What’s beyond an outsider’s imagination on the uniform is all the silent constraints and the implicate control over women’s bodies. 
	Disciplined Bodies; Disciplined Behaviors

	Flight attendants’ appearances have been strictly supervised and monitored in many different ways. Their physical features, appearance and figures are always monitored by the company, the passengers and even by themselves. Responding to Foucault’s arguments, for these women, their bodies have been manipulated with different techniques and being disciplined all the time in the workplace. 
	Female flight attendants’ bodies have been understood for the use of the airline companies they work for. As projected in many airlines advertisement, the glorious flight attendants treat the passengers with the utmost hospitality. Female bodies become the objects carrying imaginations the company wants to associate the potential customers with: a beautiful sweetheart, a caring mother and an elegant hostess, which altogether implicate the expectations on their gender roles. In the next chapter I will further discuss the arguments on the disciplined behaviors in the discipline workplace: their emotions.
	CHAPTER 4
	IN THE SKY AND ON THE GROUND: AM I QUALIFIED?
	She is such an elegant flight attendant. When she answered my request, she said “I will be right back with you” instead of “Just a moment please.”
	                                       – Quoted from a passenger’s praising letter to the company, posted on the announcement bulletin for flight attendants’ reference
	Emotional labor refers to how the service providers, such as flight attendants, produce the pleasant atmospheres in their interactions between the service receivers, in this case the passengers on broad, to create comfortable surroundings of hospitality. Flight attendants manage and disguise their internal feelings to display the behaviors consistent with the occupational requirements. In the chapter the conceptualizations of emotional labor managed by Taiwanese flight attendants toward their patrons are examined. In addition, findings also suggest that such labor is not only practiced in the cabin, but in all work-related contexts, even before they have admitted to the position. A flight attendant who fails to perform emotional labor to her patrons, co-workers, and supervisors in the context will find her qualification and credibility in this occupation is challenged. 
	Long for Wings

	People who long for engaging in the occupation as flight attendants see it is as common sense to present oneself as an easy-going, kind and cheerful person in the job interviews. As discussed earlier there are always thousands of candidates competing for limited openings, everyone strives to impress the recruiters in their contacts within few minutes in order to persuade them she or he could do this job well. While physical features as well as appearances are also important characteristics to make some candidates attract more attention in the first impression, airline recruitment managers always claim the company is looking for people with good personality apt to the service industry. In other words, people who could perform emotional labor well enough to provide the patrons a pleasant experience of flying. Therefore this is every interviewee’s goal in the job interview. Many of the respondents talk about their interview experiences as with the keyword “smile”, which is known to be one of display requirements of service workers. Also many of the respondents mentioned they would suspect the possible questions being asked in the interviews and practice the answers they would respond. 
	When I practiced before the interview I first put myself in the recruiters’ shoes: what kind of person they are looking for… (For instance if being asked what part-time job I had before) I used to be an English tutor for little children…with patience and love…
	Ever since I decided to pursue my dream to be a flight attendant, I often ask myself whatever incidents I come across “if I were a flight attendant now, what would I do?” I would like to change myself into a gentle person; behave elegantly and being caring to people surround me. As this becomes part of my characteristic I could present myself in this way in the job interview.
	This technique might be universal for any job interview preparation; the difference is to what degree the correctness the answers could achieved depend on how it could project their persona, implicating they are able to do the emotional labor well. Also even though at this stage they might not see such labor has to be produced with proper management of emotion and sometimes involve oppressing the true feelings, example here shows they are recognizing this as part of the occupational requirements and predict they will be expected to demonstrate such ability in the interview.
	In the interview with the male ground supervisor talking about how the performances of the candidates in the interviews are evaluated, it is confirmed that the candidates’ ability in managing their feelings in such a stressful occasion is seen as an index to their potential to fulfill the emotional regulations. Also, the ability to project the persona that meet up with the occupational requirements is thought highly of.   
	I always look for the smiling lady among them (the interviewees) and try to ask her more questions. The answers don’t matter and actually I don’t quite care what kind of person she is. As long as she shows a gentle but enthusiastic attitude to me; makes me—as a stranger to her—feel comfortable in this 30 seconds contact, then I see potential.
	His word reminds me of my own very first interview at the age of 22. The girl next to me was so nervous that her body was trembling. I was nervous, of course, as well.  My strategy to deal with it was to tell myself, “focus….convert your energy for nervousness into smile.”  So the more nervous I am, the bigger smile would show on my face. This personal experience led me to ask him about his opinions on the candidates’ fright in the interviews. What if they cannot calm down, such as trembling in answering your question? 
	Well, even I see her hands or legs are nervously shaking… (laugh)  She is so afraid of me and the whole situation but she could still answer my question well under such circumstances, I still think she has potentiality to become a good flight attendant.
	His words clearly explained the real personality of flight attendants is not the point. As long as one could control her personal inner feelings to certain extent and still get the job done— like in this case answering the question properly— this person has proved herself/ himself to meet the qualification of the occupational requirements.  On the contrary, a candidate who cannot persuade the recruiter to believe in the emotional presentation she/he could achieve result failure in the interview, even though the true persona of this person could be kind, caring and always willing to help. This contrast to the general understanding, as well as the claims from the airlines, that they are looking for people who sincerely care for the passengers to be their flight attendants. Undoubtedly people with sweet a personality are always valued in the service industries, yet in terms of recruitment, it is more practical to sort out those who could convince their audiences they are equipped with such characteristics, judging by the emotional labor they do in the interviews. 
	In the Cabin 

	Nevertheless successfully being admitted to the position of flight attendant is the starting point of the learning journey in terms of performing emotional labor. In the competitive Asian market airline companies strive to secure their existing customers and attract new ones, the quality of in-flight services is one of the main emphases of the airlines that compare and compete with their other opponents. Flight attendants play important role in providing services, and consequently are strictly trained to fulfill such responsibilities. In addition to the company images flight attendants are representing with their bodies in the uniforms, they are anticipated to carry the responsibility of bettering the passengers’ flying experiences through the interactions they have with them. It is often acknowledged, whether by passengers or by flight attendants, that it is Asian hospitality which distinguishes them from western airline companies. In my participant observations in the flight from Los Angeles to Taipei, a Taiwanese woman sat a few rows in front of me, approximately in her early fifties, who looked tired and frustrated when she boarded. After she settled all her luggage in the overhead bin and got her request of a cup of water with immediate response from the flight attendant, a smile with relief was on her face when she began to comment, 
	Our Taiwanese airlines are always the best! China Airlines is the best! …miserable experiences from my previous domestic flight of N airlines (an American airline company) and American flight attendants are always so rude; with no smile and never answer the service button….our Taiwanese ladies (flight attendants) are so sweet and always give the good service! I’m so happy I’m going home!
	“Welcome home!” The flight attendant greeted her again with a brilliant smile. 
	In this conversation the passenger admired the services provided by Asian (Taiwanese) flight attendants from an Asian (Taiwanese) airline company in contrast to her miserable experiences in a non-Asian cabin. And in the end, one of so-called “sweet Taiwanese ladies” welcomed her abroad by implying that by being in this cabin, she is already at home now and could enjoy hospitality from home maid. In this interaction with a passenger the flight attendant successfully instilled the symbolic meaning into her emotional labor as the hospitality at home in Asia. On the other hand, from the insider’s point of view, this is not strange to me at all; in fact I had numerous similar dialogues with the passengers I came across when I was at work. And acting the same as the flight attendant at this woman’s service, I would also welcome passengers’ arrival at home with a seemingly sincere smile. It is because how to respond to the comment like “I’m happy I’m about to go home” is one of basic service technique every flight attendant learned from observing their colleagues, if not taught during the training by the instructor. Emotional labor is taught to be done through certain uniformed service dialogues.
	 This also introduces another finding about how flight attendants interact with the passengers or control their emotions. Service techniques are taught during the training period, yet when most flight attendants found they gradually learn how to do the emotional labor at work, not only from the on-job practice with passengers but also, which is most beneficial, from observing senior colleagues’ talk and behaviors.  In the working cultures among flight attendants of China Airlines, colleagues address one another as sisters and brothers. Juniors flight attendants called the female seniors Jie-Jie (big sister in mandarin) while the other way around is Mei-Mei (meaning little sister in mandarin). Males are often called big brother regardless of their seniority and occasionally young brother, when seniority must be emphasized. This hierarchic workplace structure not only institutionalized the respectful and obedient culture between the junior and senior colleague but also suggests the working experiences and background knowledge should be passed down between different “generations”. In this sense how to display the emotion appropriately and effectively to respond to the passengers is definitely one of the most important lessons to be learned at work. A young flight attendant told me her experience as a trainee three years ago. The male passenger was upset for not getting the meal choice he wants. Even though she provided other possible solutions to her best knowledge acquired from the training, this mad middle-aged man scolded her as a dog. Without any clue of what to do, she began to cry. 
	At this moment my galley Jie-Jie (the flight attendant in charge of galley for preparing food) showed up from my back, whispered into my ear, “you go now, I’ll take care of him.”  I watched in tears and let her overpass me to approach the passenger…Jie-Jie crouched next to this crazy beast, looked at him with her beautiful eyes (she has long eyelash by the way) and a sincere smile on her face.  “Sir, I am very very sorry that we don’t have any more chicken rice… I sincerely apologize. It’s entirely our fault that we cannot make you satisfied. Would you please do me this favor to try our fish noodle today? It is very delicious as well.” 
	The man was still reluctant to yield. His friends next to him now spoke up to help Jie-Jie  to persuade him, “come on, you see the beautiful miss are begging you now!”  Jie-Jie continued, “Please, do me this favor…Please, be my hero!” 
	Finally the passenger was willing to “do this favor” for the sake of “begging from the beautiful miss.”  Later when this respondent expressed her appreciation to the senior crew and realized her Jie-Jie in fact also felt annoyed by the scene this man made while “in front of passenger she acted so humble and pitiful. I was also pitiful because my eyes were red.”  Yet her red eyes could not make her achieve the goal in persuading the passenger to change his mind. This “inspiring” experience to this junior flight attendant was a new way of controlling her emotions at work which she never perceived. After seeing how it could be effective she also perform this new skill in similar cases toward similar types of passengers. 
	        On the other hand, this is one of the examples of how female flight attendants doing gender at work, in combination with doing emotional labor.  This senior flight attendant demonstrated her feminine characteristics in front of her targeted male passengers both in her behaviors (crouched down; looked at him with her beautiful eyes; smile) and in her languages (“I sincerely apologize”; “it’s entirely our fault”; “please do me this favor”; “Please, be my hero!”) to stimulate the sympathy from the men (“you see the beautiful miss are begging you now!”) and to imply they are in the powerful control as “a hero” even though her internal feelings did not admire such role at all. 
	Happily Ever After?

	The last aspect of the emotional state female flight attendants produce discusses the expected receivers of the state. In other words, who are the persons flight attendants would like to produce such emotional impact on? In addition to the previous discussions on the recruiters of airlines companies who make decisions on their admittances and the in-flight passengers they provide services for, this research suggests emotional labor is needed to be done to everyone in the work-related context, including other flight attendants, supervisors, or any personnel they come across inside or beyond the cabin. 
	The conceptualization of emotion labor was based on the interactions between flight attendants and passengers. In terms of the flight attendants’ workplace cultures in this Asian context, it is recognized that emotional labor is also displayed among colleagues, and people who fail to successfully perform so will be questioned about their qualifications as flight attendants. One of the reasons is because of the hierarchy in the workplace, the relationships between juniors and seniors could be decisive factor to the harmonious working atmosphere or the stressful surroundings.  Since this power relationship is acknowledged as fundamental basis of work ethics, people who fail to merge in this structure will be literally isolated, and challenged their justification in the organization. 
	 Emotional labor produced between the colleagues mainly reflects the respectful and obedient relations between juniors and seniors. Such culture is especially difficult for new comers who just start to assimilate themselves. Being at the bottom of the seniority, they are told to be submissive to other senior crewmembers since the first day of training. As soon as they are formally introduced into the workplace and working with the existing crewmember, these new-comers gradually learn, as the junior it is essential to modify their attitudes and behaviors to project their modesty toward the seniors, whether it is true or not.  One of the respondents talked about her personality before she joined China Airlines as “proud, tough and stubborn”. When she just began to work, she would talk back to the seniors or argue for her mistakes she made. This “problematic attitude” made many of the senior colleagues uncomfortable and resulted in some written reports on her attitude from the pursers, which made her experience some frustrated situations, such as being implied she could be fired. 
	Mangers in the office say if I cannot get along with others well indicating I don’t have people skills, in other words I should not be here as a flight attendants.
	She then learned several strategies of survival after perceiving the situation,
	If you don’t develop good relationship with Jie-Jie who works with you in the same zone, she can make your flight miserable. And other Jie-Jie in the economy class will also begin to give you a hard time because they think you don’t respect them, so now they should teach you how to behave.
	So I tried to initiate some friendly chats with Jie-Jie. I do all dirty jobs, such as answering passengers’ service button and clean all restrooms so that Jie-Jie thinks I am tame. I try to develop rapport whether in fact I like this person or not.
	Several other flight attendants talked about their perceptions of the interactions with senior colleagues, as well as the efforts in creating a pleasant emotional state, which refers to the receptiveness and the compliance as a junior crew. 
	Sometimes I feel dealing relationships with Jie-Jie could be more difficult than dealing with passengers. If you are provide the passengers with what they want they will be satisfied and thankful. But some Jie-Jie are hard to please, or dislike you for reasons only she knows.
	After the purser assigned the duty I will find the Jie-Jie I’ll work with and introduce myself. I would say I am green so if I made any mistake or if there is anything I don’t understand please be kind enough to forgive me and tell me what to do. Most of the time it turned to be Jie-Jie would be kind to me, since I have put myself out there in the beginning. This statement shows I am always open to her instructions. 
	I may begin to have some friendly talk with Jie-Jie by complimenting her hairstyle, her make-up, her watch, her nail polish color. If Jie-Jie is willing to talk more or seems to be nice I then ask how she did it or where she bought that to build up some rapport…if we could become friends working together is much easier.
	On the other hand, regardless of one’s seniority in rank, every flight attendant continues to project themselves in proper manners when interacting with the supervisors, who could directly challenge their credibility as a qualified flight attendant.  As the supervisor declared in the interview on how he makes judgments whenever a complaint letter arrives and he needs to justify if there was indeed an attitude problem of this flight attendant or simply misunderstandings,
	I would call this person into my office and ask question and explanation about the situation in that flight. I carefully examine this person’s attitude to me. If she or he keeps blaming someone else for the faults instead of reflecting if herself or himself has made any mistakes first…it must be problematic of his attitude in confronting the passengers.
	If this flight attendant doesn’t care if she or he would offend me in any sense in our dialogues, then there is no doubt that this person will do the same thing to the passengers.
	In these words we could see what expectation the supervisors have in terms of “qualified” flight attendants’ behaviors. Therefore, to prevent one’s credibility being questioned, even denied, flight attendants would also need to manage their emotions in reacting to all personnel in their work-related places.
	Gendered Emotional Labor

	In this chapter we have witnessed many instances of how Taiwanese flight attendants manage their hearts at work, responding to Arlie Hochschild’s research on American flight attendants. What has moved beyond her original discussions is the context in which Taiwanese flight attendants need to perform such labor; and the receivers are not limited to the passengers any longer. If they fail to do so, which was not discussed by Hochschild, they face the stern challenges to their accountabilities at work. 
	On the other hand, these instances also show how female flight attendants emphasize their feminity in the ways they manage and express their emotions. By displaying certain behaviors, language use, attitudes and beliefs, the emotional labor they finally produced is overlapping with the behaviors as doing gender. In other words, it is the gendered emotional labor they are producing to prevent themselves from being seen as an unqualified flight attendant. In Chapter 3 we have seen how women’s bodies are monitored and supervised in the workplace. In this chapter we developed another dimension on how flight attendants are also supervised emotionally which confine their behaviors. Women have been disciplined in this occupation to project the impression. I then following this logic to discuss the direction this process heads for.         
	CHAPTER 5
	DISCUSSIONS: INTERNALIZED MODEL ASIAN FEMININITY AND THE LIMITATION OF THE STUDIES
	Because everyone in this forum know I am a flight attendant I do not want to write anything that is not…I don’t know how to explain, “not like a flight attendant” I guess. If anyone leaves a message to attack me or wants to pick up a fight with me, I tend to respond politely and avoid indirectly. I know I don’t have to do so but I feel I have to.
	– excerpted from a diary-style article I wrote and posted on-line in 1999 after dealing with some unpleasant messages on the internet. 
	Jie-Jie, from what you’ve been writing I see you must be a very gentle and pretty person in real life…I hope I will be like you someday....
	– quoted from a message on my blog in 2007, from a young girl who longs for becoming a flight attendant in the future
	Women engaged in the occupation as flight attendant are often regarded to share certain characteristics. They are expected to have beautiful appearances, elegant behaviors and cheerful characteristics. As discussed in earlier chapters, some of the commonness has been constructed as the occupational requirements, and flight attendants display their physical and emotional capability in doing gender, which justify their credibility and qualification at work. 
	Internalized Characteristics

	Many of my respondents note that they have observed their changes after beginning the work. One quoted herself to be “more and more feminine in these years…I guess it is because of work.”  In such a female-dominated occupation a woman could always perceive a feminine model to imitate and be recognized, a model who could perform her job by exercising and emphasize her femininity as well as the “long-eye-lashed  Jie-Jie who turned a difficult passenger into her hero” as mentioned earlier in Chapter 4. By being disciplined in all work-related contexts, women engaged in this occupation could gradually become used to certain type of behaviors, characteristics, language usages, just to name a few. 
	And such constant, diligent requirements of displaying femininity through their disciplined bodies and doing gendered emotional labor at work are finally internalized as part of flight attendants’ “nature.” Many flight attendants talked about their experiences of personality changes as becoming “softer and tender” after working for a while. What they are used to perform at work could be brought into the personal lives, even though such expectations may not be projected on them after they put aside their uniforms and become a “common” woman. This could also explain why many flight attendants would find it is easier for them to find a position in other service industries if they decide to transfer to another career path. While one of the contributing factors is other service industries prefer candidates who already have some related working experiences and job as a flight attendant is more than qualified, the other is because they have been used to embody these characteristics in their interpersonal interactions and to present themselves in such ways. As quoted from a ex-flight attendant’s word, as a current nurse in a private clinic she “obviously stand(s) out among my (her) colleagues who were never trained as we were…can never imagine I (she) would answer phone in such a rude way and not being ashamed for my(her) uncivilized behaviors.” If all these characteristics are only the results of training or some temporary effects from faking projection they probably would stand out in the first place, and one would not see herself would be ashamed for uncivilized behaviors. 
	Thanks to the imposed by the overwhelming discipline process, this following dialogue between an off-duty flight attendant with the service personnel at a full-service gas station illustrates how such internalization work in these trained women’s daily lives:
	Flight Attendant (F):  Sir, ni-hao! (greeting) May I bother you to fuel up my car? 
	Thank you.
	Service personnel at the gas station (S):  Sure. Which kind (of gas)?
	F:   98 (super) please. Full please. Thank you.
	S: ….okay.
	F:  Thank you …ugh, I’m sorry sir, do you have change if I give you 1000 NT dollar?
	S:  Yes I have.
	F:  Thank you. Thank you very much.
	S:  Here is your change...
	F:  Thank you very much.
	S: …and your receipt. 
	F:  Thank you very much.  
	(Then the flight attendant started the engine and was ready to go. At this moment the attendant tried to say something to her) 
	S: Miss…I really want to tell you this...you are really kind. You are toooooo welcome. You said so many times of “Thank you”! If you keep saying that I don’t know how to respond anymore! 
	F: Oh, really? I didn’t know that…
	     Thank you! 
	In this dialogue there were 11 service and greeting word usages (thank you, please, I’m sorry and ni-hao as hello) and 9 of them were “thank you”. This ultimately polite conversation interestingly has showed how flight attendants have been used to create certain impression; and finally how they would carry it with them no matter where they go and whom they are talking to.
	Model Asian Femininity 

	Airline companies in Asia countries are so enthusiastic in projecting certain image advertising their flight attendants to present the Asian hospitality. From the point of view in tourism promotion, it is not surprising they would do so to stimulate the consumption. And as I articulate in Chapter 1, the emphasis of this paper is not to dispute how political correctness of such phenomenon is, but to understand in such factual circumstance what implication it brings to the context. Having said that, regardless of the targeted audience of Asian airlines enterprises, I would like to discuss what kind of feminity is promoted and encouraged in terms of sense-making.
	First of all, the recruitment, the training as well and laboring all direct the women engaged in this occupation to certain feminine model: obedient, submissive, graceful, ladylike, tender, and of course flawlessly beautiful. Young females who want to become a flight attendant project such imagination on the flight attendants and endeavor to change themselves into the same category. The reader of my writing who was still an undergraduate, as she dreamed to become a flight attendant herself, she addresses me Jie-Jie as what a junior flight attendant would address her senior. Her praise of my appearance is obviously based on her own imagination since my personal photo is not released on my blog and there is no way she could get a sense how I look like. If my writing touches her heart in any sense, or if I might reveal myself as a gentle person as the internalization process might have made me to do so subconsciously, her assumption on my real personality is blurred by her imagination on this occupation. This reader, however, is not a unique example. It is very common to see in the related on-line forum the candidates talk about the flight attendants they come across are so beautiful, graceful and hope they will become to be like them very soon. A flight attendant talked about her personal motivation on competing for this occupation was: 
	I saw them (some flight attendants from Singapore Airlines) at the airport and they are extremely beautiful and feminine. They are mature women so I wonder, why couldn’t I be one of them? 
	In making themselves into a qualified flight attendant, the young women therefore project make efforts to better themselves to be the qualified women: women who have these entire characteristic so they could become flight attendants. This is an on-going process if they truly become one. A newly-joined trainee or an inexperienced flight attendant continues her efforts to do gender and emotional labor in all work-related contexts to ensure their accountability in fitting into such model feminity; and disciplined, monitored and supervised by the authorities, the public, and, ironically, themselves to one another. 
	And if we return to the initial discussion on what Asian airlines project for their company images, we see these Asian women demonstrate the traditional female gender role in service as good housewives, good mothers, good care-givers. By promoting their business, in the mean time, airline companies simultaneously project the ideal of Asian women model, the ideal Asian feminity. The promotion of feminity and the promotion of Asian women’s role at work intertwine and intersect in this specific popular occupation.
	The Limitation of Representation

	As above I have argued how Asian airlines companies promote the ideal Asian feminity for women to emulate as their model based on the findings of this research project. Before I conclude I would like to point out the limitation of this research. First of all, as I have indicated in chapter 1, this thesis is based on the experiences of women flight attendants in China Airlines. Even though the reason for it was justified, for further research expanding the diversity of the participants, including their gender, age, and company affiliations, should be planned. I did try to spread this news by word of mouth, yet I find it is especially difficult to approach flight attendants in Eva Air. According to the information sources from my contacts, the company culture seems to be more conservative and flight attendants therefore are more concerned in addressing their opinions. Also, the working schedules of their flight attendants are even more hectic so their personal time is more compressed especially in the high season for traveling. Last, since I am not an insider in Eva Air, of course conducting participation observation in their crew center is impossible. 
	On the other hand, even though there is a general recognition of how Asian airlines focus on the service provided by their Asian flight attendants, by proposing my argument above, I acknowledge it does not represent the overall Asian flight attendants’ experiences. Women working with different companies undoubtedly face different organizational cultures, expectations, negotiation, difficulties and stress; therefore my arguments are suggested to provide the general basis for the continual discussions and examinations. Also, women’s experiences in a female-dominated occupation in an East Asia society cannot represent other women’s experiences in the South Asia, Southeastern Asia, or West Asia. Even the cultural heritage of Taiwan results from Chinese traditions; I do not see Taiwanese women’s experiences represent women in Mainland China, which has different societal, economic, political background.   In all, Asian women’s experiences should not be generalized into one category without further exploration. 
	CHAPTER 6
	REFLEXITIVITY: LOVE, STRUGGLE, AND FLY
	      Who cares about us?  NO ONE! They think this waitressing job is easy and why these girls are still complaining?
	– A colleague’s comment after learning my plan of research. 
	      Excerpted from my fieldnotes on my visit to crew center in December 2005
	Insider out

	When I conduct interviews all my respondents or previous acquaintances from work are aware of I am studying for my master degree in the U.S. and this is my research on “story of us”. In the sense many of them express their support to this idea, and give me a lot of suggestions, feedback and comments. Some will forward people “I think you should also talk to because she is representative” or as mentioned earlier, would begin to articulate stories after stories, or come back to me for a second conversation. One flight attendant who is also interested in pursuing her master degree “some day in the future” even suggested me several topics I might want to look into. While I cannot express my appreciation to them in my limited words, the meaning of this generous help is significant itself: they should help their passengers anytime at work; undoubtedly helping their colleague is regarded their responsibilities, as we always cover one another at work. Especially when they find out I am planning to write about our stories, the stories of people nobody cares about. They know since I used to be one of them, I should be able to understand them and present “our” voices fairly. Last, it is important to acknowledge that flight attendants are aware of the misunderstandings from the general public and their voices are underrepresented, and “no one cares about us because in our luxurious dreamlike job there should be no problem”. As one of my colleagues commented, “Helping you (to do your research) is as if helping ourselves.”  
	Even though my identity is a researcher rather than a colleague, almost all of my respondents, if they are junior than me, still cannot help themselves call me Jie-Jie in our dialogues. And I myself found it quite uncomfortable and also inappropriate not to call some senior crewmembers Jie-Jie and feel if I don’t, the tacit rapport between colleagues cannot be built. If I approach them with my identity as a graduate student, an outsider, the research I present here could be quite different. It also could be observed in the quotes in this thesis, many of them take it for granted that I understand them since we share background knowledge, in the dialogues these words appear all the time, 
	You know that…
	Weren’t you also…
	Would/Wouldn’t you do…?
	These words also imply we are on the same boat.  Like one respondent complained her boyfriend wouldn’t understand our occupation when they just began dating, a description like “And it’s (the tiredness) like if you fly CI-066 followed by CI-110 right after, non-stopped” which an outsider boyfriend cannot always perceive the extent, while I, who had same experiences before, see the point she wants to make without any further explanation. This is my privilege in the field for first I don’t need to spend tons of time and energy to develop the rapport to be included into the community for the purpose of doing research, and second they truly see myself is a member.
	When I wrote up my thesis proposal  I once raised a question to myself, if I have no other “important theme that will influence the whole society” to address so I could go to a project I want to devote myself to, which might be beneficial to limited people. As I have began this research for three years, from time to time I come across questions and comments on my topics, such as,
	I am curious why the author chose this elite group to study…it is an interesting topic but I don’t see their experiences representative and beneficial to the public.
	-- A comment I had from a reviewer of my submitted abstract for the conference
	I think your research interests in foreign brides in Taiwan should be more developed…because there are growing numbers and you could benefit more people.
	-- From a social conversation I had with a Taiwanese B&B host in Princeton
	As a researcher I devote myself to the topic I care about and I am concerned. These comments somewhat reflect, however, who my research could beneficial is in question. As I argue there is significance in looking into Taiwanese flight attendants to examine gender at work, another point I would like to emphasize is, it is dangerous and questionable to make judgments based on the assumption based on our limited understandings on a certain group of people, whether we are academic professionals or so-called the general public.
	Even if my research could only be beneficial to limited group, I would still continue without hesitation. How important a research is should not be judged from how visible these people are, especially in the larger sense we have already saw the connection between the invisibility and the broader scholarship. Therefore here comes my challenge: the emotional part of the insider researcher to her field. It did not occur to me when I was doing interviews or participation observations in the field to the extent which I have experienced since I came back to the U.S. and began my writing. The more I write, the more I feel obligated to this project. I am not the first one who used to be a flight attendant and then resigned for obtaining an academic degree and of course I am not the first one who researches on flight attendants. Nevertheless, so far, to the date this thesis is written, it seems to be I am the first who aims to present flight attendant’s stories from the qualitative approach and from a blessed insider position.  It will be arrogant to assume I am the only one who could do this research from such viewpoint, yet I cannot but think if I give up who else would carry it on from the same stance? 
	Voices on the Internet 

	Since 1998 I began to post articles I wrote in several on-line forum, simply with good will to share my first-hand experiences in the job interviews of China Airlines. At that time information and discussions on the job interviews for flight attendants were not easy to access unless paying the private training school for their services. My articles raised some enthusiastic feedback and then I continued sharing my lives at work. In 1999 with some friends’ help I initiated the first non-profit on-line forum on flight attendants. Before this website built-up, many others were limited for business purposes, or limit its users to those who are already flight crew. I retired from this website, named Flying Meow-Meow Crew Network, two years later for personal reasons, and pleasantly to see it keeps prospering especially the net generations have achieved the age of participating in the flight attendants’ recruitments. Today Flying Meow-Meow Crew Network still remains its non-profit characteristics and has accumulate more than millions visitors. 
	 I continued posting my writings on my life as a flight attendant in the following years in some on-line forum and somewhat build up a reputation, even though my reader may not know me in real life. What I did not predict was one day I would be doing what I am doing now: being a graduate student and aim to speak up for women’s voices. And reading the articles I had written, my own voice in the past inspires and informs myself in doing this research. When I first presented this research I was asked a question on if I was aware of my body being sexualized.  I did not quite sure about my answer: I thought I had. And later as rethinking this question and reading my own notes from the past, I then realized I might not be aware of that is technically sexualized myself even though I might be doing it. I read and memories come back to me: how I first reapplied my lipstick before I left the galley, then crouched next to a male passenger pleading him to forgive my Mei-Mei (the junior crew member working with me) who irritated him. Even though I did not ask him to be my hero, the intonation and the word I used was purposely feminine. I probably gently put my hands on his arm when I asked for his forgiveness as well.  Self-reflections on my past voices like this example had helped me re-examine if my arguments could make sense to myself, and supposedly they could make sense to other female flight attendants as well. Yet as I had explained earlier in chapter 1, the direction of this sense-making process is one-way; from experiences other women share toward my own reflections and then conclusions, not on reverse.
	Another challenge I face is the forgetfulness every human being would come across. I have left the occupational context and merged into another, which requires me to think academically, work scholarly, and not to speak in my mother tongue. That is to say things I had been so familiar with might gradually leave my life. And as I just articulated I have seen my self-testimony and my stance is so important to me. My strategy, therefore, is to intentionally write my memoir in Mandarin on-line and I choose to blog. By keeping up my writing on the past I could head for the future. 
	The reason why I choose to keep a log on-line and open to the public is, first, this is what I have been doing and have accumulated some readers. Sometimes from the interactions with others I see the blind spot I ignore because I had assumed that is part of me based on my current identity, like I thought I was aware of being sexualized.  Second, by observing how others respond, it could give me an idea of what people might think of this occupation and my research. I once tried to recruit some potential respondents on my blog therefore I briefly describe what I plan to ask and what my study is about. An anonymous reader left this comment :
	I think you should do comparisons between American flight attendants and Taiwanese flight attendants or your study is not meaningful and you lose the privilege you study in the U.S.
	I gently responded with thankfulness and said I would consider about it. Yet in fact I felt frustrated and somewhat being offended by this comment, even though this person might leave this message out of some good will. It did occurs to me that the inter-cultural comparisons could be done at certain point, but how do I construct comparisons if there has been not much literature on Taiwanese flight attendants and none on these women’s voices? And why an Asian case could not be meaningful unless a parallel is made with a western one? Last, studying in the U.S. does give some me academic privileges, if that is the way we should call it, which I appreciate; it may on the other hand defect my other qualities, such as explaining my research to others in the language they could understand. 
	This is what relates to my third reason for writing about my past, to the public and in Mandarin.  This trains me to be familiar with the word usage I used in past occupational context. Also a meaningful research, to my understanding, is to be able to benefit the communities I study. And explaining what a researcher does in a non-academic language is not always easy. 
	As mentioned earlier, I had tried to recruit some potential respondents on-line by making announcement in personal blog. Writing on my past and posted it on-line also helps build up my credibility as an insider. In the end, two of my respondents responded my invitation. Because both of them see themselves have known me for a long time through the internet connection, I still regard these two respondents recruited through my personal contacts instead of via internet announcement. In many ways my own voices on the internet play a supporting role in my research. 
	Love, Struggle, and Fly

	Like many of my colleagues, I love and enjoy my occupational life, even though we have so many physical and emotional challenges to face as well as power relations to negotiate at work. For me, and maybe for many others, this is more than an occupation but a lifestyle; a life style full of joy in relating with other human beings in this world, a lifestyle for travel-lovers, a life-style allows oneself to be independent, and most important of all, a life style which broadens our perspectives of the world.  Some others may instead find for them this job has no more meaning but a job itself. That is to say they have found other reasons to persuade themselves to stay. The reason could be providing their families abundant economic and material resources, being satisfied with their current lives and not into changes, just to name a few.  If there were no love—no matter how one may interpret it— toward this occupation it is almost impossible to keep on flying—after all, this is not a world for angels. 
	In real life it always fills with struggles which come in different forms. Many flight attendants think they are the visible invisible as revealed in the prologue of this chapter, everyone could see their glory but no one would care their pain, or assume their lives should be care-free. Therefore many of my previous colleagues would congratulate me for my “good news” because I did successfully “getting out of here for a better life.” There is obviously a dilemma here: they see themselves suffering, yet still they are not leaving. In that sense how they see me as the one who decide to leave and can leave? The responses are extreme opposite. Some would admire my courage to make such a big change as mentioned; some instead would try to disapprove me. When I was about to resigned, there are always kind advises offered to me:
	Think it twice before you jump…I heard so many stories how the resigned crew members being regretful… 
	 It’s hard to find a job outside now…
	 Are you sure you want to do that?
	And obviously I did successfully relocate myself; yet from time to time I still come across some comments like these: 
	You should stay in Taiwan to accompany your parents.
	Getting married is more practical than studying!
	What would you do after you graduate? Will you make as much (money) as we do now?
	Yet I am not at all offended by my previous colleagues. I somewhat could understand how and why these advises and comments were offered because they do not always address my situation but more like to persuade themselves they are on the right side.  What I see is, there is no right and wrong in between, it is just the choice we make. 
	           What depresses me though is to see some of them now see they are inferior to me. A senior colleague, who used to be like a real big sister to me, gently turned me down for an interview. And her reason is:
	I am not qualified for you to interview…as old…as a mother already…you should ask others.
	Several others who congratulated me for pursing “a promising future out of here” would say similar thing like this:
	Ching-Yu, you are the smart one…you are different from us so you could go back to school…
	They assume because I am “smarter” so I could make the difference. By doing this research I would like to prove to my community that we should not internalized the “brainless waitress” image into ourselves. It was not my personal intellectual being superior to them so I go for another career, but my personal choice, which explains itself that everyone could make a difference in her or his life. This research could not be conducted without the collective knowledge all flight attendants have built up and embodied. There should be no superiority and inferiority between all courageous women’s experiences.
	CHAPTER 7
	CONCLUSION: IN THE NAME OF FLYING
	So you should go! Write up our stories…let people know more about us.
	                                           ---a colleague’s comment on my research
	Intersections between gender and occupation have been explored in different ways. This research on Taiwanese flight attendants illustrates the female-dominated occupation in the Asian context, which contributes to the current dialogues dominated by the Western literature. I aim to let the women’s authentic lived experiences speak our and their voices to be heard. 
	Flight attendant has been an occupation mixed with a glorious beauty myth in several Asian countries. In Taiwan there are always thousands of young women competing for few open positions in an airlines company to become a flight attendant. While this occupation always attracts so much public attention, surprisingly, research on flight attendants has been limited. Therefore I aim to construct the subjectivity of female flight attendants in this research. My research questions look into how this occupation changes women’s lives; how female flight attendants incorporate doing gender and emotional labor at work, and how their femininity is constructed. 
	The ethnographical research methods include interviews, participation observations and textual analysis. The timeline of the research was divided into two stages between 2005 and 2006. For the interviews, potential respondents were recruited from my relationships with previous colleagues. In total, 32 interviews were conducted. As for the participation observation, numerous participation observations were conducted in diverse work-related contexts, including the crew center, international flights, and flight attendants’ off-duty social activities during their layovers abroad. Last, data were collected from various materials in the media for textual analysis.
	The ideas of gender roles, doing gender, power to manipulate and discipline human bodies and emotional labor serve as the theoretical concepts of this research. The majority of the latest research on this occupation in the post-Hochschild era either treated flight attendants as ornaments or only explored quantitative data.  In addition since the research has focused more on women’s experiences in western societies, women engaging the female-dominated occupation in Asian cultural context is absent from the mainstream dialogues. 
	Findings show that the femininity of women in this occupation is constructed in many dimensions simultaneously. From the very first confrontation with the occupational culture in recruitment, a woman’s body is repeatedly checked and confirmed for qualification. Candidates attempt to make their appearance like “a real flight attendant” in the job interview and physically attempt to do so as well. After becoming flight attendants, their appearance must fulfill a uniformed look which allows no personal characteristics. Flight attendants should present themselves as conservative, elegant and obedient implying they meet traditional gender role expectations on women.
	In addition, femininity is emphasized by makeup, especially for the new flight attendants. The more experienced might be excused from such doing gender processes since they have built and testified their credibility as being feminine at work, which is a way of showing their “respect to the occupation.” In addition the physical features need to fit into the ideal image as well. Therefore uniforms play the role of silently constraining and controlling women’s bodies and behaviors. Flight attendants’ appearances have been strictly supervised and monitored in many different ways, which responds to Foucault’s arguments. 
	For Taiwanese flight attendants, emotional labor is not only practiced in the cabin, but in all work-related contexts, even before they have admitted to the position. A flight attendant who fails to perform emotional labor to her patrons, co-workers, and supervisors in the context will find her qualifications and credibility are challenged. The authentic personality of a flight attendant is not important, instead, the key fact it is whether they could project their persona to implicate they are able to do the emotional labor well. Besides, emotional labor is taught to be done through certain uniformed service dialogues. Flight attendants gradually learn how to do the emotional labor at work, not only from the on-job practice with passengers but also from observing senior colleagues’ talk and behaviors. How to display their emotion appropriately and effectively to respond to the passengers is definitely an important lesson to be learned. 
	Also female flight attendants emphasize their feminity in the ways they manage and express their emotions. By displaying certain behaviors, language use, attitudes and beliefs, the emotional labor they finally produce is overlapping with the behaviors as doing gender. In other words, it is the gendered emotional labor they are producing to prevent themselves from being seen as an unqualified flight attendant.
	Because of the constant requirements of displaying femininity through their disciplined bodies and doing gendered emotional labor at work, these characteristics are finally internalized as their own characteristics. And by promoting business through flight attendants’ images airline companies simultaneously project the ideal of Asian femininity model. The ones who are qualified to be flight attendants are the ones who could be fit into such model. 
	            The researcher’s insider position contributes to this research in many different ways.  In all, this thesis is significant not only because it addresses the gap in the current literature in gender and occupation scholarship but also because it has brought a unique perspective in presenting the understudied women’s experiences.
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